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Abstract

To address the ever-increasing demand for computing capacities, more and more

heterogeneous systems have been designed to use both general-purpose and special-

purpose processors. The huge energy consumption of them raises new environmental

concerns and challenges. Besides performance, energy efficiency is another key factor

to be considered by system designers and consumers. In particular, contemporary

graphics processing units (GPUs) support dynamic voltage and frequency scaling

(DVFS) to balance computational performance and energy consumption. However,

accurate and straightforward performance and power estimation for a given GPU

kernel under different frequency settings is still lacking for real hardware, which is

essential to determine the best frequency configuration for energy saving.

In this thesis, we investigate how to improve the energy efficiency of GPU systems

by accurately modeling the effects of GPU DVFS on the target GPU kernel. We

also propose efficient algorithms to solve the communication contention problem

in scheduling multiple distributed deep learning (DDL) jobs on GPU clusters. We

introduce our studies as follows.

First, we present a benchmark suite EPPMiner for evaluating the performance,

power, and energy of different heterogeneous systems. EPPMiner consists of 16

benchmark programs that cover a broad range of application domains, and it shows

a great variety in the intensity of utilizing the processors. We have implemented a

prototype of EPPMiner that supports OpenMP, CUDA, and OpenCL, and demon-

strated its usage by three showcases. The showcases justify that GPUs provide

much better energy efficiency than other types of computing systems, and especially
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illustrate the effectiveness of GPU Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS)

on the energy efficiency of GPU applications.

Second, we reveal a fine-grained analytical model to estimate the execution time

of GPU kernels with both core and memory frequency scaling. Compared to the

cycle-level simulators, which are too slow to apply on real hardware, our model only

needs one-off micro-benchmarks to extract a set of hardware parameters and kernel

performance counters without any source code analysis. Our experimental results

show that the proposed performance model can capture the kernel performance

scaling behaviors under different frequency settings and achieve decent accuracy.

Third, we design a cross-benchmarking suite, which simulates kernels with a

wide range of instruction distributions. The synthetic kernels generated by this

suite can be used for model pre-training or as supplementary training samples. We

then build machine learning models to predict the execution time and runtime power

of a GPU kernel under different voltage and frequency settings. Validated on three

modern GPUs with a wide frequency scaling range, by using a collection of 24 real

application kernels, the model trained only with our cross-benchmarking suite is

able to achieve considerably accurate results.

At last, we establish a new DDL job scheduling framework which organizes

DDL jobs as Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs) and considers communication con-

tention between nodes. We then propose an efficient job placement algorithm,

Least-Workload-First-κ (LWF-κ), to balance the GPU utilization and consolidate

the allocated GPUs for each job. When scheduling the communication tasks, we

propose Ada-SRSF for the DDL job scheduling problem to address the communi-

cation contention issue. Our simulation results show that LWF-κ achieves up to

1.59× improvement over the classical first-fit algorithms. More importantly, Ada-

SRSF reduces the average job completion time by up to 36.7%, as compared to the

solutions of either avoiding all the communication contention or accepting all of it.

Keywords: Benchmark Suite, GPU Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling, GPU

Performance and Power Modeling, Job Scheduling
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The increasingly extensive use of high-performance computing (HPC) in applica-

tions including big data analysis, bioinformatics, and artificial intelligence driven by

deep learning has demonstrated its necessity over the past 40 years [96]. HPC has

made remarkable progress in parallel hardware, parallel algorithms, and parallel and

distributed programming techniques, primarily in attempts to break the energy wall

and memory wall. However, over the past 10 years, technical challenges to overcom-

ing the power wall in aspects including power consumption, energy conservation,

and environmental protection have gradually emerged because of the exponential

growth of data and the more complex operations that are performed.

Currently, conventional central processing units (CPUs) can barely provide sat-

isfactory performance per watt for the aforementioned applications. Instead, over

the past decade, graphics processing units (GPUs) have evolved more and more

powerful in the aspects of computational performance as well as memory size and

access speed, which makes them widely adopted in many academic and industrial

fields [18, 68, 129, 67, 63]. In particular, the most popular deep learning (DL) toolk-

its [54, 1, 51] and those blooming deep learning applications [19, 26, 106] heavily

rely on the remarkable computational power of GPUs. In the TOP500 supercom-

puter list [111] as of Nov. 2019, of the 102 new supercomputers to join the closely

watched ranking, 42 use NVIDIA GPU accelerators. That confirms the significant

role of GPUs in high performance computing. However, due to the rapidly increas-
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ing computation requirements of both DL toolkits and other GPU applications on

huge volumes of data, power and energy efficiency have become one of first-order

design constraints for those GPU-based HPC systems. For example, the supercom-

puter Summit equipped with 27,648 NVIDIA Volta GPUs requires a power supply

of 13 million watts to deliver a peak 200 petaflops [56]. Its annual electric bill is

estimated at 10 million dollars, which means that even decreasing 10% of the power

consumption can reduce electricity costs by up to 1 million dollars. GPU-based

HPC systems starve for effective energy-saving techniques.

1.1 Energy Conservation by GPU DVFS

Energy conservation techniques in modern computers are generally based on dy-

namic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS). GPUs usually support simple auto-

matic voltage and frequency adjustment to save power and protect the hardware.

Nevertheless, GPUs hardly gain the best energy efficiency under the default voltage

and frequency settings [79, 9] and still have potentials of energy conservation. A

recent study [112] suggests that GPU DVFS helps improve up to 30% performance

of DL training and the optimal frequency setting helps conserve up to 20% energy.

To find the most energy-efficient DVFS configurations, one should predict the en-

ergy consumption under different DVFS settings, which requires fast and accurate

prediction of both the execution time and the runtime power of a GPU application

under various voltage and frequency settings.

1.2 Performance Modeling for GPU DVFS

To predict the execution time of a GPU application under different frequency set-

tings, there are three main challenges. First, compared to traditional CPUs, GPUs

have a much more complex memory hierarchy of which GPU vendors reveal few

details. Second, GPUs have two sets of adjustable frequency, the core frequency

and the memory frequency. They affect the execution speed of different GPU com-
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ponents. Third, if the GPU kernel addresses more heavily on one of the resources

(compute core, memory, data cache), there will be significant contention for that

resource due to the large number of concurrent threads, which is also a challenge

for accurate performance estimation.

Some state-of-the-art work has revealed the analytical pipeline GPU performance

models [42, 87, 83, 107, 15], which emphasize the relationship between computation

cycles and memory latency. However, there still exist some opportunities to improve

the model generalization and accuracy. First, the L2 cache becomes larger and larger

over the evolutionary GPU generations. Compared to 512 KB L2 cache of the early

Fermi platform, the recent Maxwell and Pascal GPUs typically have over 2 MB

L2 cache. A larger cache can generally increase the cache hit rate. Hence the

model should explicitly consider the impact of L2 cache on data access latency and

throughput. Second, most of the previous models only work under default GPU

frequency settings. Kernel behavior may change significantly when the core and

memory frequencies are adjusted.

Simulation methods [71, 60] expose sufficient details to facilitate the understand-

ing of the execution of GPU kernels. The best available simulator to date [60] com-

bines performance counters and specific hardware information to estimate the kernel

execution time with high accuracy. However, these simulators usually take much

longer time than real device, which is not realistic for real-time power-performance

optimization. Furthermore, most of them need to add other logic to the GPU score-

board, making it difficult to replicate on real hardware.

Previous works have revealed that DVFS techniques have distinct scaling ef-

fects to performance and power consumption of different applications. While the

works [2, 107, 86] of GPU power modeling with DVFS have achieved accurate re-

sults (within 12% mean absolute errors on three generations of GPU cards), those

about GPU performance modeling with DVFS still leave large gaps between mea-

sured results and predicted ones. Even many of them only predict the performance

only at the default frequency setting. Traditionally, using low-level simulators, such
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as GPGPU-Sim, which carefully configures each components of GPUs, yield accu-

rate performance predictions (often only 10-20% relative errors of real hardware).

However, they are difficult to be used for online analysis or large scale experiments

because the performance of these simulators are usually millions of times slower

than the native execution on real hardware. To alleviate this problem, researchers

built a variety of analytical pipeline performance models using source code analysis

[107, 42]. To carefully handle each phases in the pipeline, those models can provide

high accuracy. However, the evolving GPU architecture becomes more and more

complicated with new features, including larger L2 cache, texture units, half pre-

cision units and tensor cores. It is difficult to integrate many types of instruction

latency and delay in those pipeline models.

Thus, some recent works focus on building statistical models to predict GPU ker-

nel execution time via hardware performance counters. Recent GPU performance

models [122, 2, 107, 86, 24] have witnessed machine learning method trends, such

as K-means, multiple linear regression and neural networks, and have obtained con-

siderable accuracy. However, few of them have introduced frequency scaling as an

impact factor. Furthermore, those works usually do not achieve satisfying accuracy

on the unseen kernels. The possible reason is that compared to other data-driven

tasks, such as image classfication and face detection, GPU performance modeling

usually owns a small dataset. If the feature dimension is large, learning a model of

good generalization is difficult.

As a motivating example, we test four GPU kernels from CUDA SDK [89] on

GTX 980 to observe how the execution time is affected by frequency scaling.

Fig. 1.1 shows the experimental results of four GPU kernels, namely BlackSc-

holes (BS), matrixMulShared (MMS), backpropForward (BPFW) and histogram

(HIST), on GTX 980. We first fix the core frequency to 500 MHz (and 1,000 MHz),

and scale the memory frequency from 500 MHz to 1,000 MHz with a step size of

100 MHz. As illustrated in Figs. 1.1a and 1.1b, BS has an almost 2× speedup by

increasing 2× memory frequency under both two fixed core frequencies. However,
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Figure 1.1: Performance scaling behavior of four GPU kernels across different

frequency settings on GTX 980. The upper two figures show the speedup of

different GPU kernels when increasing memory frequency with fixed core frequency.

The bottom two figures show the speedup of different GPU kernels when increasing

the core frequency with fixed memory frequency.

the other three kernels show different scaling behaviors under two different core

frequencies. For example, BPFW achieves a considerable speedup with increasing

memory frequency at fSM=1,000 MHz, while it is not the case at fSM=500 MHz.

HIST gains negligible performance improvement at fSM=500 MHz, but a few im-

provement at fSM=1,000 MHz. It seems that higher core frequencies allow them to

have better speedups with the increase of the memory frequency. The reason is that

the performance is restricted by the low core frequency, whereas the performance is

restricted by the memory frequency when the core frequency is high enough to drive

the computational power.

We then fix the memory frequency to 500 MHz (and 1,000 MHz) and scale the
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core frequency from 500 MHz to 1,000 MHz. Figs. 1.1c and 1.1d show that the core

frequency has great impact on the performance of MMS and HIST, while BS has

no performance gain with the increase of the core frequency. Furthermore, BPFW

has better speedups with respect to core frequencies at fMEM=1,000 MHz than

fMEM=500 MHz, which implies that the performance bottleneck of BPFW might

be different under different frequency settings.

In conclusion, under different frequency settings, the performance scaling behav-

iors can be diverse and complicated among different GPU kernels. We are motivated

to establish a model that can predict the execution time of a given GPU kernel under

different core and memory frequency settings.

1.3 Power Modeling for GPU DVFS

As mentioned before DVFS is an effective technique to control the power consump-

tion and save the runtime energy of modern processors. It allows the processors to

achieve better energy efficiency with proper voltage and frequency settings. Com-

pared with relatively mature CPU DVFS technology, GPU DVFS is still at an early

stage. Unfortunately, according to existing studies [79, 2], CPU DVFS technology

can not be directly adopted to GPUs. That might be caused by the fact that mod-

ern GPUs have two main frequency domains (core and memory frequencies), which

makes it more complicated. To obtain the best energy efficiency of one given GPU

application with DVFS, it is necessary to characterize how the core and memory

frequencies affect its runtime power consumption. Besides, such power estimation

could also help solve energy efficient tasking scheduling problem on CPU-GPU grid

which has been discussed in [17, 78].

Several previous literatures [2, 79] have explored GPU power characteristics with

DVFS and reveal the fact that frequency settings should be determined carefully

to achieve the best energy efficiency. Usually neither the lowest nor the highest is

optimal. To model those complex correlations, recent papers [122, 2, 15] attempt

to apply machine learning methods. From linear regression to K-means clustering,
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they reveal the considerable potential to precisely catch the statistical correlations

between performance metrics of the GPU applications and the final power con-

sumptions. However, there might exist one or more drawbacks of each work. For

example, some of them applied too few performance features of the GPU kernels

which may result in large bias from the ground truth. Furthermore, some works

adopted naive pre-processing, especially like normalization, to the performance fea-

tures before feeding them to the machine learning algorithm. Even the effects of

core and memory frequency scaling are rarely considered in their models.

To explore the power characteristics of different GPU kernels, we demonstrate a

motivating example of Nvidia GTX 980 to illustrate the effects of different frequency

settings on its power consumption.

We first fix the core frequency to 400 MHz and 1000 MHz respectively and

scale the memory frequency from 400 MHz to 1000 MHz with a step size of 100

MHz. Figure 1.2a and 1.2b show the normalized power of six GPU kernels with

those settings. The power scaling behaviors could be either simple or complicated

among different GPU kernels as well as different frequency settings. For example,

the approximately linear correlations between power and frequency can be observed

from Figure 1.2b while there exist knobs for some applications like Convolution

(convS) and vector addition (VA) in Figure 1.2a. Furthermore, some kernels have

different sensitivity to two frequency domains. These phenomena happen to Matrix

Multiplication with global memory (MMG) and with shared memory (MMS). Their

power consumptions have very few changes when scaling up core frequency with

fixed 400 MHz memory frequency, which differs from the linear increments in 1000

MHz memory frequency setting. Then we fix the memory frequency to 400 MHz and

1000 MHz respectively and scale the core frequency from 400 MHz to 1000 MHz.

Figure 1.2c and 1.2d show that MMG and MMS have linearly increasing power

consumptions with scaling up either core or memory frequency this time. Other

kernels also display different scaling behaviors from the core-frequency-fixed cases.

The power scaling behaviors could differ with respect to both frequency settings
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Figure 1.2: Power scaling behavior under different frequency settings on GTX

980. The upper two figures show the normalized power consumption of different

GPU kernels when increasing memory frequency with fixed core frequency. The

below two figures show the normalized power consumption of different GPU kernels

when increasing core frequency with fixed memory frequency.

and GPU kernel characteristics. Thus, we would like to use statistical methods

to estimate the power consumption under different frequency settings of the target

GPU kernel.

1.4 High Performance DDL Training System

The popularity of Deep Neural Network (DNN) [58] grows rapidly in both industry

and academia with its significant role in various applications, such as image clas-

sification, object detection, speech recognition, etc. With more and more training

data and larger model size, training deep models becomes very time-consuming. It

is natural to distribute the training workload to a cluster of workers and exploit
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the parallel computing power to accelerate the training process. Distributed Deep

Learning (DDL) [25] is widely adopted to speed up the training procedure. There

are synchronous and asynchronous training algorithms in distributed training. The

asynchronous training algorithm has its advantage in communication with relaxed

synchronization of workers compared to the synchronous method, but the difficulty

in tuning hyper-parameters and lack of convergence guarantee make it difficult to

use in practise. On the other hand, the data-parallel synchronous stochastic gradi-

ent descent (S-SGD) method has been widely used in both industry and academia.

For example, current state-of-the-art deep learning frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow1,

PyTorch2, and MXNet3) support S-SGD by default when training deep models on

multiple GPUs. S-SGD has also achieved remarkable success in large-scale challeng-

ing machine learning problems in recent years [34, 50, 126] by leveraging the great

computing power of accelerators in a cluster, such as GPUs and TPUs. Besides,

conserving the energy consumption of such a large distributed computing system is

also of critical significance, where a few percent in consumption reduction translates

into millions-dollar savings.

Nevertheless, compared to the fast-evolving computing capability of hardware ac-

celerators and the intra-node interconnect technique like NVLink [31], the inter-node

communication of clusters has a much slower growth and gradually becomes the sys-

tem bottleneck [103], which attracts many recent studies [50][128][65][102][16][95][105]

to address the communication problem in S-SGD. However, these methods are tar-

geting at the communication optimization for a single training job on a cluster. In

the data center where the hardware resources are shared by multiple users, multiple

online DDL training jobs are running simultaneously, and the resource contention

could lead to severe performance degradation if the training jobs are not scheduled

properly. For such an online scheduling system that concurrently handles a rising

number of jobs, flexible resource allocation and efficient job scheduling are indispens-

1https://www.tensorflow.org
2https://pytorch.org
3https://mxnet.apache.org/
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able to maximize the resource utilization. There exist some traditional schedulers

[47, 33, 114, 13] to schedule different computing tasks, but they are not specifically

designed for DDL training jobs and cannot leverage the characteristics of DDL (such

as iterativeness and convergence properties) for maximal training efficiency.

Recent DDL job management and scheduling systems [97, 124, 44, 94, 35, 123]

for CPU or GPU clusters were proposed for scheduling DDL training jobs to improve

the system utilization and minimize the job completion time. Yet, few of them have

released their implementations for the real hardware, and even the communication

contention problem is under-looked in these studies. Bao et al. [8], Liu et al. [69]

and Gu et al. [35] considered the network bandwidth for scheduling. In particu-

lar, the state-of-the-art Tiresias [35] showed that the shortest-remaining-service-first

(SRSF) algorithm generally performs the best if the job duration is known. How-

ever, they did not consider the communication contention problem when multiple

jobs share common network links. Communication contention among multiple DDL

jobs could significantly sacrifice the system performance. As a motivating example

to understand the impact of communication contention on the training performance,

we conducted an empirical study on a small cluster of four-GPU nodes connected

by 10 Gbps Ethernet. When we execute only one DDL job with four GPUs on the

cluster, the job completion time is 295 seconds. However, when we concurrently

execute four same DDL jobs, each of which still uses four GPUs but from different

nodes, the job completion time dramatically increases to 675 seconds due to the

extensive communication contention.

1.5 Thesis Goals and Contributions

The goals of this thesis are summarized as follows:

1. We aim to design a comprehensive and user-friendly benchmark suite for het-

erogeneous computing systems, to fairly compare the performance, power and

energy characteristics of different processors.
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2. We study and model the effects of GPU dynamic voltage and frequency scaling

on the kernel execution time.

3. We apply machine learning methods to performance and power estimation of

a GPU kernel under different voltage and frequency settings.

4. Based on our DVFS-aware performance and power prediction models for GPUs,

we study the energy conservation effects for common GPU applications.

The overall objective of this thesis is to explore the effects of GPU DVFS on

the performance and energy consumption of a GPU application, and improve the

computing performance and energy efficiency of GPUs. Towards this objective and

the goals we mentioned above, this thesis makes the following contributions:

� We present a new benchmark suite, EPPMiner, for characterizing the energy,

power, and performance, of a wide range of processors and accelerators. We

develop three showcases of EPPMiner to compare the energy-efficiency of dif-

ferent computing systems, and investigate the impact of CPU multi-threading

and GPU DVFS on the energy-efficiency. We observe that using CPU multi-

threading generally achieves the highest energy efficiency when the number

of threads is equal to that of the physical cores. In addition, our evaluation

results report that GPU DVFS can improve the energy efficiency by more than

50% over the default voltage and frequency setting.

� We establish a new GPU pipeline analysis model to predict the GPU kernel

execution time under different core and memory frequencies. We apply the

proposed model to investigating how the performance bottleneck of a GPU

kernel changes when applying different frequency settings. The experimental

results on four recent GPUs prove the remarkably high accuracy of our pro-

posed model. We also present a case study to demonstrate how to apply our

performance model to GPU energy conservation. The results indicate that our

model can help conserve a considerable amount of energy consumption over
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20 GPU benchmarks. We make the model implementation open-source4 for

reproducing our experimental results.

� We design a benchmark suite, called Cross-Benchmarking, that simulates GPU

kernels of a wide range of instruction distributions. Cross-Benchmarking can

generate a large number of GPU kernels with diverse execution patterns,

which is essential and useful for training a robust machine learning model.

We then explore the application of two popular machine algorithm, support

vector regression (SVR) and gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT), to GPU

performance and power modeling in terms of feature engineering and model

construction. Validated on three recent GPUs over a collection of 24 real ap-

plication kernels, our machine learning models achieve remarkable results in

both accuracy and robustness.

� We establish a new DDL job scheduling framework which organizes the DDL

jobs as DAGs. The framework takes into account the communication con-

tention when there are more than one tasks competing for network resources.

We then propose a novel efficient algorithm, called Ada-SRSF, to minimize

the average job completion time by adaptively scheduling the communication

tasks with potential contention. Our simulation experiments demonstrate de-

cent improvement over the existing solutions in terms of the average job com-

pletion time and GPU resource utilization. We implement the communication

contention script and the simulation framework of DDL job scheduling, and

make them publicly available5.

1.6 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces the background and provides an overview of the related

literature.
4https://github.com/HKBU-HPML/NV-DVFS-Benchmark.git
5https://github.com/HKBU-HPML/dl scheduling.git
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Chapter 3 presents a well-designed and user-friendly benchmark suite named EPP-

Miner for evaluating and comparing the energy efficiency, power consumption and

performance of heterogeneous systems. This chapter is based on joint work with Mr.

XU Pengfei, Mr. ZHANG Yaotao, Prof. CHU Xiaowen, and has been presented in

The Eighth International Conference on Future Energy Systems in 2017 [119].

Chapter 4 investigates the performance variations of a GPU kernel under different

core and memory frequencies and proposes a pipeline analytical model to predict

the kernel execution time of different frequency settings. This chapter is based on

joint work with Prof. CHU Xiaowen. The conference version of this chapter has

been presented in International Conference on Parallel and Distributed Systems in

2018 [116], and the extended journal version is accepted by IEEE Transactions on

Parallel and Distributed Systems in 2020 [117].

Chapter 5 studies the machine-learning based models for predicting both the ex-

ecution time and the average runtime power consumption of a GPU kernel under

different core and memory frequencies. This chapter is based on joint work with Dr.

LIU Chengjian, Prof. CHU Xiaowen. It has two papers published in ACM SIG-

METRICS Performance Evaluation Review in 2017 [115] and the Annual Workshop

on General Purpose Processing using Graphics Processing Unit in 2020 [118].

Chapter 6 addresses the communication contention problem in scheduling multiple

distributed deep training jobs in GPU clusters and proposes efficient algorithms for

job placement and job scheduling.

Chapter 7 draws the conclusion and present some future directions of our research.
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Chapter 2

Background and Literature

Review

In this chapter, we firstly discuss some background information of performance/power

benchmarking of modern computing systems and GPU computing with DVFS. Then

we review some existing studies about benchmarking suites, GPU performance mod-

eling, GPU power modeling and distributed deep learning system.

2.1 Performance and Power Benchmarking

Benchmarking has been playing a key role during the evolution of computing tech-

nologies by allowing comparison among different architecture designs and/or system

implementations. LINPACK benchmarks are designed to compare the execution rate

of floating-point operations by solving a dense system of linear equations, which is

popular in engineering applications and scientific computing [27]. Its parallel exten-

sion High Performance Linpack (HPL) has also been used to generate the TOP500

list twice per year [29]. As LINPACK and HPL focus on solving dense linear systems

which is very computing extensive, they may not reflect the performance of many

other real applications. To this end, High Performance Conjugate Gradient (HPCG)

benchmark has been recently proposed to include the memory subsystem and inter-

connect of the supercomputers into consideration [28]. All these three benchmarks
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use a single number to represent the performance of a tested system.

In the industry, System Performance Evaluation Cooperative (SPEC) has been

developing a set of benchmarks to evaluate different computer systems. E.g., SPEC

CPU2006 benchmark suite includes a set of integer benchmarks and a set of floating-

point benchmarks to compare the performance of different processors. The execu-

tion time of each benchmark program is first normalized with a reference processor,

and then the geometric mean of the normalized execution time is reported as the

single performance metric. SPECpower ssj2008 is designed to evaluate the power

and performance of server computers. It records the power consumption as well as

performance (in terms of workload operations per second) of the tested server at dif-

ferent workloads, ranging from 0% to 100% with a stepsize of 10%, and then reports

a single performance metric named overall ssj ops per watt, which is calculated as

dividing the total workload operations over the total power consumption [108].

With the ever-growing popularity of hardware accelerators such as GPUs, MICs,

FPGAs, new benchmarks have been designed to investigate the performance and

power efficiency of them. Parboil is a set of benchmark applications which support

multiple types of processors and different programming languages to stimulate high

throughput computation [110]. Rodinia benchmark suite is also developed for eval-

uating the performance of heterogeneous computing [12]. Besides, Feng [127] ported

42 programs in Rodinia, Parboil, and Polybench benchmark suites, and analyzed

the co-running behaviors of these programs on integrated CPU/GPU systems.

Jared et al. explored energy, power and performance characterizations of 34

selected GPGPU benchmark programs by varying the GPU frequency and input

data size [21]. They revealed some relationships between those factors and energy

efficiency. Joao et al. illustrated that GPU DVFS can affect energy consumption

of different types of GPU applications [36]. Mishra did a literature survey and pro-

vide thorough analysis of various schemes on DVFS techniques during last decade

and concluded that DVFS can work together with other energy conservation tech-

nique like load balancing and task mapping where various hardware platform and
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applications can have significant impact on performance and power efficiency [84].

Mei et al. also investigated the impact of GPU DVFS on energy saving by con-

ducting real experiments on a set of benchmark applications [81, 80]. They also

developed a set of microbenchmark programs to dissect the GPU memory hierarchy

[75]. Bridges also launched an investigation about GPU power and energy char-

acterizations of the previous work and concluded that performance counters have

shown great statistical correlations with GPU power and energy characterizations

[9]. Furthermore, modeling and simulation work based on data mining on counters

indicates the potential for optimization in programming and even future hardware

design. Burtscher pointed out some irregular behaviors when measuring power with

the on-board power sensors of the GPUs and proposed a methodology which can

precisely compute the power and energy with the sampling sensor data [10].

As for the Intel Xeon Phi system, such many-core systems have been hailed

as an important step towards greater energy efficiency. Different applications will

suffer from different performance degradation when the voltage and frequency of

the processor have changed. Lorenzo [70] studied the power and energy usage of

a series of benchmarks on the Intel Xeon Phi for different threads settings. Shao

[101] proposed some models to improve energy efficiency at core or instruction level.

However, few codes are developed to meet the scalability of thread number on the

Xeon Phi. If scalability is limited, using all the resources on the Xeon Phi seems to

be not rational for energy conservation. Bo [61] presented a detailed study of the

performance-energy tradeoffs of the Xeon Phi architecture and supported the view

that limited scalability might introduce worse energy efficiency in some applications

on the Xeon Phi.

2.2 GPU Computing and DVFS

Over the past five years, NVIDIA has released five generations of GPUs. The new

functions and improvements through each updated version can be obtained from

[88]. Despite different hardware configurations, such as the core number and mem-
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ory size, the basic chip framework remains to be almost the same. Fig. 2.1 presents

a brief block diagram of the Pascal GTX 1080Ti GPU. Note that GPUs have a

complicated memory hierarchy that includes DRAM, L2 cache, shared memory, tex-

ture/L1 cache, and registers. Different memory types have different access latency

and throughput, which makes it difficult to accurately predict the execution time

of a GPU kernel. DVFS is one of the most typical energy conservation techniques���������	�
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU board.

for traditional CPUs. As the total energy consumption of one application is the

product of the average runtime power and the total execution time, performance

modeling plays a vital role in energy conservation with different DVFS settings.

For traditional CPUs, scaling up the frequency is usually a good option for saving

energy [55]. However, several GPU DVFS studies [79, 9, 32] have indicated that

GPUs have more complex energy scaling behaviors when adopting different voltages

and frequencies and even sometimes suffer from scaling up the frequency. Mod-

ern GPUs generally have two main frequency domains. One is the core frequency,

which mainly controls the speed of stream multiprocessors (SMs). The other one

is memory frequency, which affects DRAM bandwidth. Fig. 2.1 also demonstrates

the dominating fields of these two frequencies. Only the GPU DRAM works under

memory frequency, while other components, including L2 cache and those on SMs,
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work under core frequency. Note that GPU DRAM and L2 cache operate under

different frequency domains, although they both serve the global memory requests.

2.3 GPU Performance Modeling

The execution time prediction of a GPU kernel is challenging. It is because the exe-

cution time of a GPU kernel depends on the various collaborations of different GPU

sub-components and cannot be easily modeled with a simple linear combination of

them. Here we review some existing studies, which can be roughly categorized into

two classes, the statistical method and the pipeline analysis.

The first class is the statistical methods, which regard the GPU as a black box

and predict the execution time of a GPU kernel based on the performance counters

using different regression approaches. Abe. et al. [2] used a simplified multiple linear

regression (MLP) approach to construct a performance model based on all the avail-

able performance counters of each GPU. Their model finally achieved 33.5%∼67.9%

average errors on four different GPUs with three different core/memory frequencies.

Ali et al. [53] also adopted an MLP model but applied the Principle Component

Analysis (PCA) to select 12 most crucial performance counters to model the exe-

cution time. Their model achieved a much lower average error of 8.86% on 8 test

GPU kernels. Wu et al. [122] developed a performance model based on pattern

clustering and classification with core and memory frequency scaling. They first

used K-means to cluster the different patterns of scaling behavior among 37 kernels

and then explored the relationship between the performance counters and clustering

patterns with ANN modeling. Their model could capture some nonlinearity and

achieved an average error of 15% across a frequency range of 3.3×. Recently, some

source-level based modeling studies [120, 5] also adopted machine learning methods

to tackle the GPU kernel source codes. They need no profiling or kernel execution

and predict the kernel execution time only by static code and execution flow anal-

ysis. Thus, they are generally light-weight and fast, which is important for online

or real-time applications. However, their accuracy is sacrificed due to insufficient
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runtime information and lack of training samples, especially for those kernels that

contain complicated branch divergence and loops.

The second class is the pipeline analysis, which analyzes the performance, in-

cluding latency and throughput, of different GPU sub-components and assembles

them to form a kernel execution pipeline using some memory/computation paral-

lelism analysis. Wong et al. [121] developed a benchmark suite to demystify GPU

micro-architecture parameters, such as the latency and throughput of various types

of memory and arithmetic units. Mei et al. [82, 76] also conducted a similar dis-

section which further exposes the characteristics of GPU memory hierarchy. They

proposed a fine-grained P-chase method to explore the cache structures and their

replacement policies on three different GPU platforms. Hong et al. [42] proposed

an analytical model called the MWP-CWP to estimate different degrees of memory

parallelism and computational parallelism with offline information of the kernel pro-

gram. To address more memory types, Song et al. [107] introduced their effects by

collecting simple counters. Nevertheless, the model averages the cache effects of all

warps and may ignore memory latency divergence in some asymmetric applications.

Nath et al. [87] presented the CRISP model, which analyzes the performance across

different core frequencies. They pointed out that the effect of GPU DVFS is differ-

ent from that of CPU DVFS, as computational operations and memory transactions

from different threads can overlap most of the time. However, CRISP is only tar-

geted at the effect of the core frequency, while scaling the memory frequency makes

the performance estimation even more complicated. Wang et al. [116] proposed a

GPU performance estimation model which integrates the effects of core and memory

frequency scaling. However, their method of categorizing different kernels still needs

some source code analysis.

We compare the above three pipeline analysis studies and the proposed method

of this paper in Table 2.1. We call the columns from DVFS enabled to Open-

sourced the functional features, which represent the functionality of the model.

The early MWP-CWP and Cross-Component Analysis models do not cover all the
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memory cache types in GPUs. Since the recent GPUs, such as GTX 980 and Tesla

P100 in our experiments, feature a much larger L2 cache and shared memory than

those old Fermi GPUs, those two models might have a considerable performance

prediction bias on new GPUs. They even do not consider DVFS effects. The

CRISP model relies on the simulator GPGPUSim[60] and can capture some cycle-

level features for more precious modeling. It also considers the effects of the core

frequency on the kernel execution time. The model finally achieves a 4% average

error on a wide range of GPU kernels. However, the simulator approach needs

adding other logics to the GPU scoreboard, making it difficult and even impossible

to replicate on real hardware. This type of approaches has been deemed product-

specific and difficult to apply to modern GPUs. Notice that the above three models

do not open-source their implementations. We implement the methods in [9] [12]

and compare with our own. To the best of our knowledge, our proposed model is

the first pipeline analysis model that satisfies all the functional features listed in

Table 2.1 and achieves a low average error of 7.5% on four modern GPUs with 20

real application kernels.

2.4 GPU Power Modeling

As for GPU power modeling, some state-of-the-art studies have achieved remarkable

accuracy and shown decent energy saving effects on many real-world tasks. Hong

and Kim [43] estimated the access rates of different components on the GPU based

on the dynamic number of instructions and the cycles of each instruction. They

then designed a suite of micro-benchmarks to search for separated power of those

components. After that they could estimate the runtime GPU power consumption

of a new kernel. However, today’s GPU architecture can be more complicated with

new hardware features and instructions, which gives much more challenges of power

modeling. Leng et al. packed Hong and Kim’s power modelling to GPGPUSim,

to form GPUWattch, which could estimate the runtime GPU power with different

voltage/frequency settings at cycle-level [59]. The authors refined Hong and Kim’s
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model with supplemental micro-benchmarks, to overcome the power uncertainties

brought by the new Fermi hardware. The prediction error was 15% for the micro-

benchmarks, and 9.9% for the general GPU kernels, on the Fermi GTX480 GPU.

Although those papers achieve good accuracy, they can not avoid trivial micro-

benchmark procedures for new hardware and long time simulations.

Recent years witness the popularity of statistical methods applying to GPU

power modeling, which treats the GPU hardware as a black box and predicts the

power with some monitored runtime signals. Abe et al. built regression models to

estimate the average power consumption of the NVIDIA Tesla, Fermi and Kepler

GPUs under different levels of core and memory frequency [2]. Particularly, they

defined three core/memory frequency settings as part of the model inputs. They also

chose 10 most relative performance counters who provided the best-fitting results.

The average prediction errors range from 15% to 23.5% depending on the kernel

characteristics and the generations of GPU architecture. Newer hardware had larger

prediction error, which indicates that simple linear regression is not sufficient to

catch those correlations between power and performance counters.

Song et. al [107] attempted to use artificial neural network (ANN) to model the

non-linear relationship between runtime events and runtime average power of a given

GPU kernel. They used two independent threads to collect performance events with

CUPTI API and power metrics with NVML API respectively. Then they selected

a collection of most relevant events as input of ANN. Their model achieved average

prediction error of 2.1% under default frequency settings. Wu et al. extensively

studied the GPU power and performance, with different settings of GPU frequency,

memory bandwidth and core number [122]. They adopted K-means clustering and

ANN simultaneously. In the ANN modeling process, they first used K-means to

cluster the kernels according to the similarity of scaling behaviors. Then for each

cluster, they trained an ANN with two hidden layers. The reported average power

prediction error over all frequency/unit configurations was 10%.

Vignesh et al. [3] proposed an instantaneous GPU power prediction model using
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statistical regression techniques. They identified a concise set of performance coun-

ters, which are highly correlated with instantaneous GPU power, and fed them into

the regression models. They also managed to improve the online prediction accu-

racy by training an application-dependent model, which relies on the low-resolution

power data. Bishwajit et al. [30] explored the performance of several machine-

learning prediction techniques on the GPU power prediction problem at different

DVFS settings. Furthermore, they also succeeded to achieve better prediction ac-

curacy (an average MAE of 3.5%) via ensemble learning. Recently, João et al. [37]

designed a set of 83 carefully crafted micro-benchmarks to stress the main GPU

components under different frequency settings, which decomposed the contribution

of different parts to the final power. For any given kernel, the model only needs the

hardware performance events during kernel execution on a single frequency setting

to predict the power consumption of other configurations. It finally achieved 7%,

6% and 12% mean absolute errors on three modern GPUs.

2.5 Distributed Deep Learning Training System

2.5.1 Efficient Systems for A Single DDL Job

There have been efforts devoted to reducing the communication overhead for DDL

training. Most of them achieve this target by exploiting the parallelism of compu-

tation and communication during DDL training and applying some well-designed

communication strategies. Several open-sourced distributed training systems [125,

100, 50] exploit tensor fusion which merges those small sizes of gradients before ag-

gregation among the trainers to reduce the communication overhead. The parameter

server (PS) method [62] is one of the most representatives to adopt parallelism be-

tween computation and communication, but it easily suffers from the communication

traffic jam of PS. In Poseidon proposed by Zhang et al. [128], the wait-free backprop-

agation algorithm is invented to alleviate the communication pressure by overlapping

communication and computation. Shi et al. [102, 105] propose an adaptive gradient
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fusion algorithm to further improve the wait-free backpropagation, which merges

some small communicated data to reduce the overall communication time. Minsik

et al. [16] proposes BlueConnect, which decomposes a single all-reduce operation

into a large number of parallelizable sub-operations to exploit the trade-off between

latency and bandwidth. The communication overhead is a long-term obstacle for

DDL training since the modern computing processors evolve much faster than the

network device. Furthermore, while multiple DDL jobs are running on the cluster,

it is more challenging to balance computation and communication, resolve resource

contention and improve system utilization.

2.5.2 Efficient Systems for Multiple DDL Jobs

Recent years yield numerous studies about efficient DDL job schedulers and resource

managers for a high-performance CPU/GPU-based clusters. They devote great ef-

forts to promoting system utilization, minimizing the job completion time and saving

the training budgets. Shi et al. [104] propose a DAG model for DDL training tasks

for scheduling. Xiao. et al. [123] propose Gandiva, a resource manager for GPU

clusters, which leverages the performance predictability of DDL training jobs to

achieve better GPU time-slicing and job placement. Optimus [94] is a similar re-

source scheduler to Gandiva but develops a DDL performance model given certain

resources, and then accordingly adjusts resource allocation and job placement to

achieve the lowest job completion time. Cynthia [130] improves the DDL perfor-

mance model by integrating the effects of system heterogeneity and covering both

synchronous and asynchronous training. It also develops a resource provisioning

strategy that not only optimizes the system performance, but also saves the train-

ing budget. However, these strategies rely on time prediction methodology which

makes over-simplified assumptions of the training convergence curves. They are

usually not applicable to practical production systems. Tiresias [35] assumes the

unpredictability of the DDL job performance and develops a GPU cluster manager

for DDL training only based on the overall distribution of the historical job duration.
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It applies a two-dimension scheduling algorithm, which considers both job attained

service time and its occupied GPUs, to decide the job priority. Mei et al. [77]

and Chau et al. [11] proposed scheduling algorithms for CPU-GPU heterogeneous

clusters, which aimed for maximizing the energy efficiency without severe perfor-

mance sacrifice. However, none of them considers the extra overhead of potential

communication resource competition.

Different from traditional heuristic solutions based on optimization techniques

and experimental observations, some studies take advantage of the learning-based

methods to solve the task scheduling and placement problem. Bao. et al. [7] presents

Harmony, a deep learning-driven ML cluster scheduler that places training jobs in

a manner that minimizes interference and maximizes performance, such as training

completion time. Hu. [45] develops Spear, a new scheduling framework designed to

minimize the makespan of complex jobs, while considering both task dependencies
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Chapter 3

EPPMiner

In this chapter, we present a benchmark suite, EPPMiner, for profiling the energy,

power, and performance of different computing systems, including Intel X86 CPU,

ARM CPU, Intel Xeon Phi, Nvidia GPU and AMD GPU. We first introduce the

chosen applications which covers different research domains and computing patterns,

followed by how we design the evaluation metrics and measurement techniques.

Then we demonstrate three showcases to illustrate the usage of EPPMiner on several

types of processors/accelerators. The experimental results reveal three meaningful

findings. First, GPUs generally show advantages over other computing systems in

terms of performance and energy efficiency. Second, CPU multi-threading generally

achieves the best energy efficiency when the number of threads is equal to that of

the physical cores. Third, GPU DVFS can conserve energy consumption of the

benchmarks by up to 50%.

3.1 The EPPMiner Benchmark

3.1.1 Description of selected applications and the workload

To select an appropriate set of applications for the benchmark, we need to consider

the representability, workload variety, and also development and maintenance cost.

As an initial attempt, we follow the concept of dwarves proposed by Asanovic et al.
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[6] and select a total of 16 applications that cover a broad ranges of domains and

dwarves. The summary of the benchmark applications is shown in Table 3.1.

1. Breadth-First Search (bfs): traverse the shortest path from a single vertex to

each other in a graph of formatted edge matrix.

2. Distance-Cutoff Coulombic Potential (cutcp): Computes the short-range com-

ponent of Coulombic potential at each grid point over a 3D grid containing

point charges representing an explicit-water biomolecular model.

3. Histogram (histo): Computes a moderately large, 2-D saturating histogram

with a maximum bin count of 255. Input datasets represent a silicon wafer

validation application in which the input points are distributed in a roughly

2-D Gaussian pattern.

4. Dense Matrix-Matrix Multiplication (sgemm): One of the most widely and

intensely studied benchmarks, this application performs a dense matrix mul-

tiplication using the standard BLAS format.

5. Sparse-Matrix Dense-Vector Multiplication (spmv): Computes the product of

a sparse matrix with a dense vector. The sparse matrix is read from file in

coordinate format, converted to JDS format with configurable padding and

alignment for different devices.

6. 3-D Stencil Operation (stencil): An iterative Jacobi stencil operation on a

regular 3-D grid.

7. Magnetic Resonance Imaging - Q (mri-q): Computes a matrix Q, representing

the scanner configuration for calibration, used in a 3D magnetic resonance

image reconstruction algorithms in non-Cartesian space.

8. Back propagation (bp): a machine-learning algorithm that trains the weights

of connecting nodes on a layered neural network.
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9. HotSpot (hotspot): a widely used tool to estimate processor temperature based

on an architectural floorplan and simulated power measurements.

10. Shortest Path (pathfinder): uses dynamic programming to find a path on a

2-D grid from the bottom row to the top row with the smallest accumulated

weights, where each step of the path moves straight ahead or diagonally ahead.

11. LU Decomposition (lud): an algorithm to calculate the solutions of a set of

linear equations.

12. Needleman-Wunsch (nw): a nonlinear global optimization method for DNA

sequence alignments.

13. K-Means (kmeans): a clustering algorithm used extensively in data-mining

and elsewhere, important primarily for its simplicity.

14. Speckle Reducing Anisotropic Diffusion (srad): a diffusion method for ultra-

sonic and radar imaging applications based on partial differential equations.

15. Nearest Neighbor (nn): finds the k-nearest neighbors from an unstructured

data set.

16. CFD Solver (cfd): an unstructured grid finite volume solver for the three-

dimensional Euler equations for compressible flow.

Our prototype of EPPMiner currently supports three parallel programming tech-

niques: OpenMP, CUDA, and OpenCL, and hence it can already support many

processors and accelerators such as Nvidia GPUs, AMD GPUs, and Intel Xeon Phi.

Since many applications have a very short execution time, we allow the user to set

the running time of a benchmark program in the configuration file, and then each

program will automatically call its computational kernel iteratively and calculate the

average kernel execution time and power consumption. There are two advantages

to this design. First, collecting the average time consumptions of the kernel parts

launched on the targeted device is fairer and more convenient. Second, the programs

can run for a long time, which enables stable and sufficient power sampling.
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Table 3.1: Summary of benchmark applications

Applications Dwarves Domain
bfs Graph Traversal Graph Algorithms

cutcp Unstructured Grid Medical Imaging
histo Combinational Logic Image Processing

sgemm Dense Linear Algebra Linear Algebra
spmv Sparse Linear Algebra Linear Algebra
stencil Structured Grids Fluid Dynamics
mri-q Dense Linear Algebra Medical Imaging

bp Unstructured Grid Pattern Recognition
hotspot Structured Grid Physics Simulation

pathfinder Dynamic Programming Grid Traversal
lud Dense Linear Algebra Linear Algebra
nw Dynamic Programming Bioinformatics

kmeans Dense Linear Algebra Data Mining
srad Structured Grid Image Processing
nn N-body Data Mining
cfd Unstructured Grid Fluid Dynamics

We also design two sets of workloads. The normal workload is designed for PCs

and servers with enough memory, whereas the light workload is designed for devices

(such as mobile phones) whose memory size is limited. The details of the workload

can be found in 3.2.

3.1.2 Design of performance metrics

EPPMiner aims to compare different systems in terms of performance and energy

consumption. For a given target platform, EPPMiner will report three performance

metrics: mean execution time T , mean energy consumption E, and mean energy

efficiency F in terms of operations per second per watt (OPS/W).

The mean execution time T is calculated as the geometric mean of the set of

execution times of each benchmark application:

T = n

√√√√ n∏
i=1

Ti (3.1.1)

where n is the number of benchmark programs and Ti is the average kernel execution
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Table 3.2: Input Data Configurations for tested devices

Applications Light workload Normal workload
bfs SF SF

cutcp small large
histo large large

sgemm medium medium
spmv large large
stencil small default
mri-q small large

bp 65536 65536
hotspot 1024 1024 100 4 1024 1024 100 4

pathfinder 100000 100 100000 100
lud 2400 8000
nw 2048 10 2 2048 10 2

kmeans kdd cup kdd cup
srad 2048 2048 0 127 0 127 2048 2048 0 127 0 127
nn 10000 131072
cfd 097K 193K

time of the i-th program.

The mean energy consumption E is calculated as the geometric mean of the set

of energy consumptions of each benchmark application:

E = n

√√√√ n∏
i=1

PiTi (3.1.2)

where Pi is the average power consumption.

We use operations per second per watt (OPS/W) to describe the energy effi-

ciency of running the benchmark programs on each hardware platform. First, we

count the total number of operations, including integer operation, floating-point op-

eration, and double-precision floating-point operation, of each benchmark program

by software profilers. Each double-precision floating-point operation contributes 2

to the total number of operations. Then we define the energy efficiency F as:

F = n

√√√√ n∏
i=1

Oi/(PiTi) (3.1.3)

where Oi is the total number of operations of the i-th application.
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3.1.3 Performance and power measurements

Here, we focus on the performance and energy efficiency of tested processors and

accelerators rather than the entire host machine. To address performance, we refer

to the active kernel execution time, which includes only the part running on the

target hardware. We repeat the kernel code running on the tested accelerators for

at least 5 minutes and then average the total active kernel execution time to obtain

the performance data.

For power measurements, the users need to determine whether they are evalu-

ating the whole system or the processor. For many contemporary processors and

accelerators, we can rely on the internal sensors and the corresponding software

interface to extract the power information. E.g., for the Intel x86 CPUs, we use

power gov [46], which is a software utility that allows us to monitor CPU power

with fine time granularities. For Nvidia GPUs, we use nvidia-smi [92], which is a

command line utility, based on top of the Nvidia Management Library (NVML) [91],

intended to aid in managing and monitoring Nvidia GPU devices. Typically we can

measure the power of the aforementioned devices per 500 milliseconds. For AMD

GPUs, we use CodeXLPowerProfiler [4], which is also a command line tool playing

the similar role as nvidia-smi but aiming to AMD CPUs and GPUs. We measure

the power of our AMD GPUs per 100 milliseconds.

For systems without internal sensors such as Raspberry Pi 3B+ model, we can

measure the whole system power consumption by a commercial power meter, such

as Watts Up? Pro which takes a power sample every second. The meter has an

independent power supply; consequently, it does not considerably affect our system

power measurements.

3.2 Showcases

To illustrate the usage of EPPMiner under different scenarios, we present three

showcases in this section.
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3.2.1 Experimental testbed

We test our benchmark suite in terms of energy, power, and performance on a total

of six processors and accelerators, as shown in Table 3.3. For the ARM Cortex-

A53 CPU, the Raspberry Pi 3B+ is the host computer and has 1 GB of LPDDR2

memory and uses the Rasbian Linux operating system. For the Intel CPU i7-3820

and three GPUs, we use the same desktop computer with 64 GB of memory. The

AMD RX480 uses a new version of the Ubuntu operating system because the latest

device driver and OpenCL tools are available only on this version. We use the

Leveno System x3650 M5 rack server as the host machine, which has two Intel Xeon

E5-2630v3 CPUs; this machine provides 128 GB of memory.

Multicore x86-based CPUs

We test two CPUs that are representative of two usage scenarios, desktop and server.

The Intel i7-3820 CPU is typically installed in desktop PCs and is equipped with

four cores, each of which supports two hyperthreads. This CPU can provide 30.74

GFLOPS at a frequency of 3.6 GHz with a TDP of 130 W. It features 64 GB of

memory support and a 10 MB cache. The other is the Intel E5-2630v3 CPU with

6 physical cores and is representative of the server scenario. It features a 2.8 GHz

turbo frequency.

ARM-based CPUs

Raspberry is a widely known and inexpensive single-board computer equipped with

an ARM-compatible CPU that can operate on a low power supply. We test the

newest model, the Raspberry Pi 3B+, which was released in 2016. With four cores

on an ARM Cortex-A53 CPU running at 1.2 GHz, the Pi 3B+ can achieve up to 2

GFLOPS on no more than 4 W. It features 1 GB of low-power double data rate 2

(LPDDR2) memory.
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General Purpose Graphics Processing Units

We test three GPU platforms: Nvidia’s GTX980 and GTX1080, and AMD’s RX480.

The Nvidia GTX980 is the first full realization of the Maxwell GPU architecture.

With 2048 compute unified device architecture (CUDA) cores and 1126 MHz base

core clock, the GTX980 can provide 4.27 TFLOPS with a TDP of only 165 W. As

a graphics card used in desktop computers, it has 4 GB of memory with 3500 MHz

base memory clock, which provides a bandwidth of up to 224 GB/s. The Nvidia

GTX1080 is the most complete implementation of the latest GPU architecture Pas-

cal. Designed for high-performance programming and having a TDP that is only 15

W higher than that of the GTX980, the GTX1080 provides 8.23 TFLOPS with 2560

processor cores and a base core frequency of 1607 MHz. With a 5000 MHz memory

clock, the GTX1080 achieves a bandwidth of up to 320 GB/s, which represents an

increase of nearly 43%.

The RX480, which is equipped with the fourth generation of the Graphics Core

Next (GCN) architecture and is also named Polaris, is the most advanced GPU

produced by AMD in 2016. With 2304 stream processors and a base clock frequency

of 1340 MHz (with OC version of our experimental card), the RX480 provides 6.17

TFLOPS with a TDP of 150 W.

Table 3.3: The host configurations for each device.

Year Device Cores Memory OS

2012 Intel CPU i7-3820 4 64 GB Ubuntu 14.04
2014 Intel CPU E5-2630 v3 12 128 GB CentOS 7.2
2014 Nvidia GTX 980 2048 4 GB Ubuntu 14.04
2016 ARM Cortex-A53 CPU 4 1 GB Rasbian
2016 Nvidia GTX 1080 2560 8 GB Ubuntu 14.04
2016 AMD RX 480 2304 8 GB Ubuntu 16.04

3.2.2 Showcase I: Comparison of different devices

We first use EPPMiner to evaluate the energy, power, and performance of different

processors and accelerators. Figure 3.1 illustrates the power distributions of pro-
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grams running on different devices with different thread settings. The term omp

refers to the number of threads with OpenMP implementation. The Raspberry Pi

requires only 1.05∼1.75 W with omp = 1 on all the programs and 1.5∼2.55W with

omp = 4. The Intel i7-3820 CPU’s power consumption exhibits almost linear incre-

ments when the number of threads changes from one to eight but remains almost

the same when it changes from 8 to 16. That is probably because it has four physical

cores and supports eight hyperthreads. A similar phenomenon occurs in Intel E5-

2630v3 CPUs equipped with a total of 12 physical cores. Three tested GPUs exhibit

a wider range of higher power varying from 30∼180 W. However, given that GPUs

have hundreds of times the number of computation cores compared with CPUs,

GPUs could still be much more energy efficient than two x86 CPUs.
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Figure 3.1: Runtime power distributions of all the benchmark programs on

different devices

Table 3.4: The energy efficiency, performance, and energy of different devices

Device GOPS/W Time(s) Energy(J)

ARM Cortex-A53 CPU 0.06554 2.6433 1.738
Intel CPU i7-3820 0.0462 0.1466 6.562
Nvidia GTX 980 1.758 0.00137 0.1726
Nvidia GTX 1080 2.639 0.00106 0.115
AMD RX 480 1.1456 0.00358 0.265
Intel CPU E5-2630 v3 0.0386 0.1436 7.852
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Figure 3.2: Horizontal comparison of performance
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Figure 3.3: Horizontal comparison of energy consumption

One goal of our benchmark suites is to enable comparisons among different types

of processors and accelerators in terms of energy, power, and performance. Figures

3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 provide a horizontal comparison of all the devices tested in this

study. In this showcase, we present the performance, energy consumption, and

energy efficiency of CPUs using a single core only.

We illustrate the performance for each program on all the tested devices with

normal workload in Figure 3.2. GPUs, especially the GTX1080, achieve the opti-

mal performance for all the benchmark programs except srad. We show the energy

consumptions of all the benchmark programs on each device in Figure 3.3. Gener-

ally GPUs can save more energy compared to CPUs since they can achieve several

magnitude of accelerations but with no more than three times of power. In par-

ticular, for some applications belonging to Dense Linear Algebra Dwarf including

sgemm, mri − q and lud, GPUs consume only 1% of CPU energy. However, for
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Figure 3.4: Horizontal comparison of energy efficiency

some irregular applications like pathfinder, CPUs and GPUs have nearly the same

energy consumption level since GPUs can hardly take full utilization of its cores

when maintaining the same power level. The energy efficiencies of all benchmark

programs are shown in Figure 3.4.

We show the overall performance and energy efficiency with our designed metrics

of each device by computing mean execution time T , E and F in Table 3.4. Notice

that the results of all CPUs are obtained by using a single CPU core. The results

of using multiple cores will be shown in the next showcase. Basically GPUs show

nearly 40 times of GOPS/W to those of CPUs. In our experiments, GTX 1080 is

the winner in terms of both performance and energy efficiency. We observe that

the mean time of GPUs have hundred times of speed up compared to CPUs, which

makes GPUs outperform other devices a lot. However, since we do not apply AVX

optimization to the CPU implementation of our benchmark programs, there still

exists a considerable space to improve the CPUs’ energy efficiency.

3.2.3 Showcase II: Impact of multi-threading on performance/pow-

er/energy

Multi-threading programming collaborated with multi-core processing commonly

decreases time consumption if the application exhibits high parallelism. Further-

more, we analyze the effects of parallelism on energy, power, and performance with

different thread settings of each CPU we test.
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Figure 3.5: Energy and performance characterization of Pi 3B+ model (normalized

with omp=1)

Figure 3.5 depicts the effects of both one-thread and four-thread settings on the

energy and performance of the Pi 3B+ model. Most programs exhibit speedup of

at least three times with the four-thread setting, except for bfs and histo because

bfs has only small segments of code available for parallelism, whereas histo has an

excessive number of critical operations when updating the histogram. However, as

Figure 3.5b shows, the power level of all the programs can increase by only about

2 times when the thread number changes from one to four. Thus, to apply four-

thread setting can conserve up to 50% of energy consumptions for most benchmark

applications, which can be inferred from Figure 3.5c.

Table 3.5: The energy efficiency of different processors with different number

of threads.

Processors #threads GOPS/W Time(s) Energy(J)
Pi 3B+ 1 0.06554 2.643 3.233

4 0.098 0.915 1.895
i7-3820 1 0.0462 0.1466 6.562

4 0.0606 0.069 5.006
8 0.0589 0.062 5.15
16 0.0417 0.085 7.27

E5-2630 v3 1 0.0386 0.144 7.852
4 0.0525 0.073 5.782
8 0.0567 0.054 5.348
16 0.0573 0.047 5.295

Table 3.5 lists the mean GOPS/W of those two multi-threading settings. Ap-

plying four threads further helps exploit 50% more OPS/W compared to just one
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thread, which also meets our previous analysis.

Because Intel x86 CPUs have more physical cores and a higher frequency than the

Pi model, we adopt more thread settings in those experiments. Figure 3.6 and 3.7

show the results for the i7-3820 and E5-2630v3, respectively. For the Intel i7-3820

CPU equipped with four cores, the time consumption of each program achieves

a minimum with either four threads or eight threads. When the thread number

increases to 16, performance decreases. This could be explained by the fact that the

i7-3820 has four physical cores and supports eight hyperthreads. By contrast, the

power level increases approximately linearly when the thread number changes from

one to eight but remains almost the same when the thread number increases from

8 to 16, as illustrated in Figure 3.6b. Analogous characteristics are found for the

E5-2630v3. Because it has 12 physical cores and supports two hyperthreads in each

core, the 16-thread setting usually achieves optimal performance in our benchmark

suites while it has also the highest power level. Similar to i7-3820 CPU, E5-2630v3

achieves best energy efficiency when the thread number is closer to its physical

number. Table 3.5 also suggests the fact that applying the same number of threads

as that of CPU physical cores helps achieve the best OPS/W.
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(c) Energy of i7-3820

Figure 3.6: Energy and performance characterization of Intel i7-3820 CPU

3.2.4 Showcase III: Impact of DVFS on energy efficiency

Finally, we explore the impact of DVFS on the energy efficiency of GPGPU applica-

tions. In this part of experiments, we take Nvidia GTX980 and AMD RX480 as our
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(b) Active Power of E5-2630 v3
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(c) Energy of E5-2630 v3

Figure 3.7: Energy and performance characterization of Intel E5-2630v3x2 CPUs

testbeds. The default voltage and frequency setting for GTX980 is 1130 mV core

voltage, 1126 MHz core frequency and 3500 MHz memory frequency, while RX480

has 1150 mV core voltage, 1340 MHz core frequency and 4000 MHz memory fre-

quency. Due to their different DVFS capability, we use GTX980 to investigate the

impact of frequency scaling, and RX480 for dynamic voltage and frequency scaling.

Specifically, we fix the core voltage of GTX980 to 0.85 V and adjust both the core

and memory frequency from 400 MHz to 1000 MHz with a stepsize of 300 MHz,

which in total produces nine frequency settings. For RX480, we are able to adjust

its voltage from 1000 mV to 1150 mV and scale the core frequency to the highest

stable one. We plot the normalized ops per watt of each benchmarks under those

DVFS settings in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 for GTX980 and RX480 respectively.

Table 3.6: The energy efficiency of GTX980 with frequency scaling.

Fcore(MHz) Fmem(MHz) GOPS/W Time(ms) Energy(J)

400 400 2.087 3.895 0.145
700 400 2.273 3.326 0.134
1000 400 2.215 2.977 0.137
400 700 2.445 3.07 0.124
700 700 2.818 2.457 0.108
1000 700 2.795 2.185 0.109
400 1000 2.574 2.813 0.118
700 1000 3.105 2.116 0.098
1000 1000 3.078 1.865 0.099

First, we explore how core and memory frequency scaling affects the energy ef-

ficiency of GTX980. As Figure 3.8 illustrates, each legend item represents the core
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Table 3.7: The energy efficiency of RX480 with frequency scaling.

Vcore(mV) Fcore(MHz) GOPS/W Time(ms) Energy(J)

1000 1160 2.131 2.322 0.1424
1040 1266 2.003 2.242 0.1515
1080 1300 1.892 2.201 0.1604
1120 1340 1.726 2.206 0.1759
1150 1390 1.531 2.404 0.1983

and memory frequency setting (e.g., 400MHz/700MHz indicates that the core fre-

quency is 400 MHz and the memory frequency is 700 MHz). The OPS/W values

are normalized with the value at the 1000MHz/1000MHz setting. The results show

that the optimal frequency setting varies from application to application. Gener-

ally, the highest frequency in our experiments is not necessarily the optimal choice

for achieving the optimal energy efficiency. Lower core and memory frequencies can

save substantial energy for applications that do not fully utilize GPU core resources,

such as bfs. For some applications that mainly execute memory transactions, such

as k −means, raising the memory frequency and lowering the core frequency help

improve electricity utilization. However, some notable cases reveal irregular en-

ergy characterization. Some applications, such as bp, histo, cutcp, achieve optimal

energy efficiency under immediate frequency settings. This may be because when

we increase the frequency to some extent, the performance cannot be significantly

improved, but power consumption may be larger.

As for RX480, we show the experimental results in Figure 3.9 where different core

voltages are being compared. In general RX480 can achieve better energy efficiency

when reducing the core voltage and scaling down the core frequency. We can infer

the possible reasons from Table 3.7. Notice that the average time consumption has

no obvious change when increasing core voltage and core frequency. On contrast,

the applications digest more energy since the power with those aggressive settings is

higher. Thus, scaling down the core voltage and frequency helps promote the energy

efficiency when sacrificing very little performance. To summarize, our benchmark

suite can help explore various scaling behavior of different voltage and frequency
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settings of GPUs among different types of applications.

Table 3.6 and 3.7 summarize the energy efficiency under different voltage and

frequency settings of GTX980 and RX480 respectively. Compared to 1.758 OPS/W

of GTX980, scaling down the core and memory frequency helps increase up to 55%

OPS/W. Notice that we lower down the core voltage from 1130 mV to 850 mV

and core frequency from 1126 MHz to 1000 MHz under 1000MHz/1000MHz setting,

which helps conserve power remarkably. As for RX480, the lowest voltage and core

frequency in our experimental settings outperform nearly 86% OPS/W than that of

default setting, which indicates great potentials of RX480 on energy conservation

with dynamic voltage and frequency scaling techniques.
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Figure 3.8: Impact of Nvidia GTX 980 core/memory frequency scaling on ops per

watt of each benchmark program(normalized with 1000MHz/1000MHz)
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3.3 Summary

In this chapter, we have introduced a new benchmark suite EPPMiner for evalu-

ating and comparing the energy, power, and performance of various heterogeneous

systems, which includes a set of 16 programs that support OpenMP, CUDA, and

OpenCL. It is designed to help researchers conduct energy-related studies by re-

coding the detailed time, power, and temperature information when possible. To

illustrate the effectiveness of EPPMiner, we have also presented three showcases that

cover a broad range of processors and accelerators. In the first showcase, we have

compared a set of CPUs and GPUs and shown that GPUs have a huge advantage

over CPUs in energy, performance, and energy-efficiency, despite their high power

consumption. In the second showcase, we have investigated the impact of multi-

threading on the energy efficiency of multi-core CPUs. We have found that when

all the CPU cores are being utilized by multi-threading, the energy-efficiency can

be improved in general. In the last showcase, we have illustrated the effectiveness

of DVFS technique on improving the energy efficiency of GPGPU applications. We

have shown that DVFS can improve the energy efficiency by 86% over the default

setting on an AMD RX480.
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Chapter 4

GPGPU Performance Estimation

with Core and Memory Frequency

Scaling

In this chapter, we propose a new GPGPU performance estimation model that

explicitly considers both core and memory frequency scaling. To address the per-

formance of the GPU memory system, a simplified but accurate model is proposed

to estimate the average latency and data access time of GPU global memory under

different core and memory frequency settings. The model incorporates the effects

of the DRAM memory and the L2 cache. Based on it, we establish a new GPU

pipeline analysis model to predict the GPU kernel execution time under different

core and memory frequencies. Besides, we also apply our model to investigate how

the performance bottleneck of a GPU kernel changes when applying different fre-

quency settings. We evaluate our performance model on four recent GPUs and

observe remarkably high accuracy among 20 GPU kernel functions. We make the

model implementation open-source1 for reproducing our experimental results. To

demonstrate how to apply our performance model to GPU energy conservation, a

case study is provided. The results indicate that our model can help conserve a

considerable amount of energy consumption over 20 GPU benchmarks.

1https://github.com/HKBU-HPML/NV-DVFS-Benchmark.git
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Table 4.1: parameters used for performance modeling

Parameters Definitions How to Achieve

Lm Time consumption of one DRAM access transac-
tion

equation (4.1.1b)

Dm Data access time on DRAM of one transaction equation (4.1.2b)

Pm Time consumption over the link from SM to
DRAM (or vice verse) of one transaction

equation (4.1.3)

Ll2 Time consumption of one L2 cache access trans-
action

microbenchmarking

P l2 Time consumption over the link from SM to L2
cache (or vice verse) of one transaction

microbenchmarking

Dl2 Data access time on L2 cache of one transaction microbenchmarking

Lsh Latency of one shared memory transaction microbenchmarking

T i Latency for the SM instruction type i microbenchmarking

NB Total number of blocks kernel setup

NW
pb Number of warps per block kernel setup

NW Number of total warps of a kernel kernel setup

γ Hit rate at L2 cache for all transactions from SM NVIDIA Profiler [90]

NGT Total number of global load/store transactions of
one warp

NVIDIA Profiler [90]

N c Total compute instructions of the kernel NVIDIA Profiler [90]

NSM Active number of SMs NVIDIA Profiler [90]

NW
act Number of warps running concurrently on one SM NVIDIA Profiler [90]

fSM Frequency that controls the speed of SM NVIDIA Inspector [93]

fMEM Frequency that controls the speed of DRAM NVIDIA Inspector [93]

P
m

Average access latency of global memory consid-
ering L2 cache hit rate

equation (4.1.5a)

D
m

Average data access time of global memory con-
sidering L2 cache hit rate

equation (4.1.5b)

Tm Total execution time of multiple global memory
requests

microbenchmarking

T
c

Average computation time of one period equation (4.2.9)

T act Cycles for executing one round of active warps on
a SM

equation (4.2.10),
(4.2.11), (4.2.12),
(4.2.13)

T exec Total execution time of a GPU kernel equation (5.2.1)

Note: Due to the space limitation, we do not clarify the profiling instruction, the used perfor-
mance counters and how to derive the model parameter values in this paper. Please refer to
our GitHub project for more details.
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4.1 Memory Modeling with Frequency Scaling

For ease of presentation, we summarize the frequently used parameters in Table 4.1.

The default unit of the time variables in this chapter is one GPU core cycle (SM

cycle).

In the previous performance modeling work [42, 107, 41, 15], memory access

latency (L) is often characterized as a constant parameter obtained by micro-

benchmarking. However, the memory latency of each thread may be different if

the memory system is saturated. Memory latency can also change with different

frequency settings. To start our performance modeling, we first study how to model

and estimate the memory access latency under different core and memory frequency

settings, which incorporates the effects of the DRAM memory and the L2 cache.

4.1.1 Global Memory Access Latency

The SMs in GPUs execute threads in groups of 32 threads called warps [88], and

a GPU kernel typically owns a lot of warps. When a warp executes an instruction

that accesses global memory, it coalesces the memory accesses of the threads within

the warp into one or more memory transactions. Due to the concurrency of multiple

memory transactions launched by different warps, the latency of each transaction

may vary from case to case. The global memory access latency comprises of three

parts, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

           SM       GM GM        SMGPU Global
Memory Access

Global Memory Latency )(L

)(P )(P)(D

Path Traveling Data Access Queuing Delay

Figure 4.1: GPU Global access latency. GM indicates global memory.

The first part is the time consumption on the link between the memory and the

SM. We call it path traveling time and denote it as P . The second part is the waiting

time in the memory controller for the case that the memory access request cannot
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be served immediately. The third part is the time consumption of data access on

the memory, which is denoted as D. Notice that the global memory transaction gets

data from either DRAM if the access misses L2 cache, or L2 cache if the access hits

it. The model in Fig. 4.1 is applicable to both DRAM and L2 cache. To distinguish

them in the rest of the paper, we denote Pm, Dm as the path traveling time and

data access time of DRAM, and P l2, Dl2 as the path traveling time and data access

time of L2 cache. We then show how we estimate Pm, Dm of DRAM under different

frequency settings. The methodology can be also applied to L2 cache similarly.

1 1
1 1

2 2
2 2

1 1
1 1

1 1
1 1
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Figure 4.2: Execution time pipeline of infrequent DRAM requests. The number

i inside the block indicates the ith DRAM access of one warp. The left figure

illustrates the scenario of two consecutive DRAM accesses with a few warps,

whereas the right figure illustrates the scenario of one DRAM access with a large

number of warps.

4.1.2 DRAM Latency

Generally, one access request to DRAM only consumes 2Pm+Dm, which is constant

for an identical memory system, to fetch the data if it can be tackled immediately

by the memory system. For ease of notation, we call it the minimum memory access

latency, denoted by Lmbase. Mei [76] has developed the fine-grained P-chased approach

to estimating the memory access latency. However, it does not consider the effects of

multiple memory access requests launched by multiple concurrent warps. Further,

the P-chased approach cannot estimate Pm and Dm, which are important for our

performance model. Thus, we first analyze the pipeline of multiple memory access

requests, and then design a memory queueing benchmark to estimate Pm and Dm
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under different frequency settings.

Given a kernel with memory access instructions only, we define Tm as the dura-

tion between the starting time of the first memory request and the ending time of the

last one. Tm can be measured by our benchmark program which will be discussed

later. As shown in Fig. 4.2, the minimum latency happens when the memory system

is idle and only contains the time of path traveling between SMs and DRAM and

data access in DRAM. The inter-arrival intervals between two sequential memory

requests are longer than the time of data access. Thus, each memory request only

costs the minimum latency. We can infer Eq. (4.1.1a) from Fig. 4.2. Once Tm is

measured, Lmbase can be calculated using Eq. (4.1.1b).

Tm =
1

λ
× (NW − 1) + Lmbase ×NGT (4.1.1a)

⇒Lmbase =
Tm − 1

λ
× (NW − 1)

NGT
(4.1.1b)

λ denotes the arrival rate of the incoming memory requests. NW denotes the total

warp number. Recall that Lmbase denotes the minimum memory latency with no

memory contention. NGT denotes the number of global memory transactions of one

warp. If the memory system is saturated due to intensive memory requests, the

minimum latency can hardly be achieved. Most of the requests must wait in the

queue until the previous ones have been finished. In Fig. 4.3, each memory request is

launched with a short interval so that each memory request takes both the minimum

latency and the queuing delay. Thus, intensive memory access demands can lead to

various memory latency. In this case, we can infer the relationship between Tm and

Dm as Eq. (4.1.2a). Once Tm is measured, Dm can be calculated by Eq. (4.1.2b).

Tm = 2Pm +Dm ×NGT ×NW

= (2Pm +Dm) +Dm × (NGT ×NW − 1)

= Lmbase +Dm × (NGT ×NW − 1) (4.1.2a)

⇒ Dm =
Tm − Lmbase

NGT ×NW − 1
(4.1.2b)
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Figure 4.3: Execution time pipeline of intensive DRAM requests. The number i

inside the block indicates the ith DRAM access of one warp.

Once Lmbase and Dm are known, we can infer Pm by Eq. (4.1.3).

Pm =
Lmbase −Dm

2
(4.1.3)

We design the following experiments to validate our above analysis. The pseudocode

is shown in Listing 1. We launch a GPU kernel that only loads data from DRAM.

First, the kernel records the SM ID and the warp ID of each thread. Each thread

then executes several rounds of DRAM loading operations with coalescing access.

We define two global variables for different experimental settings. STRIDE defines

the number of DRAM loadings of each thread. RECNUM defines the time records

of each thread. We exclude the codes for storing the results to global memory

due to space limitation. To avoid data pre-fetching [76] and L1/L2 cache hit, we

allocate the maximum number of threads for each SM and assign a proper STRIDE

to generate a large enough data array.

We first adopt the codes in Listing 1 to determine how global memory latency

changes among different warp IDs. To reduce the overhead of clock() for time record-

ing in the global memory, we set RECNUM to 1 and STRIDE to 4. Fig. 4.4 shows

our experimental results. First, memory latency can be diverse due to intensive

requests. Second, memory latency shows an approximately linear relationship with

the warp ID, which is consistent with the pipeline in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: Experimental results of memory access latency. The time stamp data

in (a) is sorted by starting time in ascending order. The memory access latency

of each warp in (b) is ascendingly re-ordered.

We then explore how frequency scaling affects Pm and Dm. We again utilize the

code in Listing 1 to measure the Pm under different memory frequencies. The basic

time unit is one SM clock. We also measure Pm with other frequency combinations

and find that it can be fitted by Eq. (4.1.4a) with 0.9959 R-squared. αP and βP

are the constant coefficients of the linear model.

Pm = αP × fSM/fMEM + βP (4.1.4a)

Dm = αD/fMEM + βD (4.1.4b)

As for the measurement of DRAM access, we comment out the clock() function in

Listing 1 and set STRIDE to 8 to achieve the highest DRAM bandwidth. We can

then derive Dm from the measured total kernel time and the total number of memory

transactions using Eq. (4.1.2b). We observe that DRAM access time is correlated

with bandwidth efficiency, i.e., the percentage of DRAM bandwidth utilization.

By increasing memory frequency, Dm becomes smaller, and the bandwidth becomes

higher. Similar to fitting Pm, we find that Dm has a strong correlation with memory

frequency and can be fitted by Eq. (4.1.4b) with 0.999 R-squared. αD and βD are

the constant coefficients of the linear model.
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1 #define STRIDE 4

2 #define BLOCK_SIZE 256

3 #define RECNUM 1

4 __global__ void memory_Queue(float *A, float *B, int w, int h)

5 {

6 // Time recording

7 unsigned int t[RECNUM + 1] = { 0 };

8 uint32_t p_smid , p_warpid;

9 p_smid = __mysmid ();

10 p_warpid = __mywarpid ();

11

12 // Indexing

13 int gx = BLOCK_SIZE * blockIdx.x

14 + threadIdx.x;

15 int gy = BLOCK_SIZE * blockIdx.y

16 + threadIdx.y;

17 int c = gy * w + gx;

18 int matrixSize = w * h;

19 float Csub = 0;

20 int i;

21

22 #pragma unroll

23 for (i = 0; i < RECNUM; i++){

24 t[i] = clock ();

25 Csub += A[matrixSize * i + c];

26 }

27 t[RECNUM] = clock ();

28 #pragma unroll

29 for (; i < STRIDE; i++)

30 Csub += A[matrixSize * i + c];

31 }

Listing 1: Memory Queueing Benchmark Codes

4.1.3 L2 Cache Latency

L2 cache plays an important role in accelerating the GPU data access speed by

reducing the pressure on DRAM. Similar to the DRAM measurement experiments,

we apply the memory queueing benchmark codes in Listing 1 to obtain P l2 under

different frequency settings. For this experiment, we allocate a small array A, whose

size is half of the GPU L2 cache size, and set RECNUM=2, which means that the

array A is traversed twice. The first traversal assures that A has been stored in

L2 cache. Then the second traversal can access the element of A in L2 cache.

We observe that P l2 is nearly unchanged when applying different frequencies. It
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is reasonable because the L2 cache is only affected by core frequency (remember

that the time unit is a SM clock). Thus, to obtain P l2 of a GPU, we repeat 100

measurements and take the average value. As for the data access time of L2 cache,

we set the value of Dl2 to 1 because L2 cache can process one memory request per

SM clock.

4.1.4 Adjustment with Frequency Scaling

For simplicity, our performance model regards the vendor default core and memory

frequencies as the baseline settings. We measure the basic latency and throughput of

all of the components including core computation, shared memory access, constant

memory, L2 cache and DRAM under baseline settings. We can use the standard

average memory access time [39] model to obtain the average path traveling time

(P
m

) and the average data access time (D
m

) of all the global memory transactions

occurring during kernel execution with Eqs. (4.1.5a) and (4.1.5b).

P
m

=P l2 × γ + Pm × (fSM/fMEM)× (1− γ) (4.1.5a)

D
m

=Dl2 × γ +Dm × (fSM/fMEM)× (1− γ) (4.1.5b)

fSM and fMEM denote the core and memory frequency. As we calculate the

execution time in the scope of core frequency, there is no adjustment to the la-

tency and throughput in SMs. γ denotes the L2 cache hit rate of the kernel, which

can be roughly estimated as Eq. (4.1.6). N r
dram and Nw

dram refer to two perfor-

mance counters, dram read transactions and dram write transaction, which count

the read/write transactions of the GPU DRAM. N r
l2 and Nw

l2 refer to two per-

formance counters, l2 read transactions and l2 write transaction, which count the

read/write transactions of the GPU L2 cache.

γ = 1− N r
dram +Nw

dram

N r
l2 +Nw

l2

(4.1.6)
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4.1.5 High Memory Bandwidth based GPUs

Modern GPUs, such as Tesla P100 and V100, are equipped with high bandwidth

memory (HBM) [73]. Compared to the classical GDDR memory, HBM provides

high bandwidth in a more energy efficient way with wider memory bus and lower

memory frequency.

HBM has two unique features, dual-command and pseudo channel mode. Dual-

command indicates that each HBM channel can simultaneously issue row and column

commands for two different banks. Pseudo channel mode indicates that each 128-

bit HBM channel can be split into two 64-bit channels sharing the row and column

command buses. However, the efficiency of HBM is not ideal as reported in [52],

because branch and memory divergence lead to many irregular global memory access

that cannot be coalesced together. The wide memory bus of HBM may suffer more

significantly. In this case, the accuracy of our proposed model may suffer from this

unpredictability and low efficiency, which we leave as a future work.

4.2 Graphics Processing Unit Performance Mod-

eling with Frequency Scaling

We demonstrate our performance model in a top-down manner. Generally, one SM

can only execute a certain number of warps concurrently. The number of active

warps per SM is denoted by NW
act. One GPU kernel generally launches hundreds

of warps, which should be executed round by round. To calculate the total kernel

execution time, we need to multiply the execution time per round (denoted by T act)

with the number of rounds R. R and T act can be calculated by Eq. (4.2.7) and

(5.2.1), where NW
pb refers to the number of warps per block, NB is the number of

blocks and NSM is the number of SMs.

R = NW
pb ×NB/(NW

act ×NSM) (4.2.7)

T exec = T act ×R (4.2.8)
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Our performance model divides the one-round time consumption T act into two

parts, the computation period and the global memory access period. They keep

happening regularly after each other. We estimate the time consumption of one

computation period T
c

by Eq. (4.2.9). T
c

covers several types of instructions

executed by SMs, including Texture/L1 cache access, shared memory access and

computation on FP, DP, and SFU units. i denotes the instruction type. T i and Ci

denote the latency and the total instruction number of the type i respectively. The

latency of each type depends on the number of its functional units on each SM. For

instance, in Maxwell GTX 980, there is a fully pipelined FPU on each SP and 128

SPs on one SM. One identical fused multiply-add (FMA) instruction of 32 threads in

a warp can be finished in one core clock cycle. We then divide the total computation

time by the total number of global memory transactions (NGT ) to obtain T
c
. As for

the global memory access period, we estimate its time consumption as described in

Section 4.1.

T
c

=

∑
i T

i × Ci

NGT
(4.2.9)

In the following kernel pipeline analysis, we distinguish two cases depending on

whether L
m

base (i.e., the minimum global memory latency) can be hidden. The first

case is that the kernel launches sufficient concurrent warps to hide L
m

base, while the

second one is that the number of concurrent warps is small and L
m

base cannot be fully

hidden.

4.2.1 Case 1: L
m
base can be hidden

Compute-dominated kernel

When there are enough computing instructions to be issued, and the memory re-

quests are not too intensive, the global memory latency can be hidden, as illustrated
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Figure 4.5: (a) the execution time pipeline of a FULL COMP kernel. As the

kernel launches enough warps containing long compute cycles, most of the memory

latency can be hidden. (b) the execution time pipeline of a FULL MEM kernel.

As each warp issues a few computation instructions but frequent memory access

requests, one memory transaction cannot be processed until all outstanding

transactions have been finished.

by Fig. 4.5a. We can estimate T act using Eq. (4.2.10):

T act =T
c ×NW

act ×Ro + L
m

base (4.2.10)

where T
c ≥ D

m
and T

c × (NW
act − 1) ≥ L

m

base. Ro denotes the number of global

memory transactions of one warp. We define this case of kernels as FULL COMP.

Memory-dominated kernel

When the memory bandwidth is saturated, or there are not enough computing

instructions to be issued, one memory request must wait until all of the outstanding

requests have been finished. Fig. 4.5b demonstrates this case. Similar to the case

in Fig. 4.3, we can regard the computational periods as the inter-arrival time of
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two consecutive memory requests. Thus, we can estimate T act using Eq. (4.2.11) by

focusing on the D
m

of each warp:

T act = T
c

+ 2P
m

+D
m ×NW

pb ×Ro, (4.2.11)

where T
c ≤ D

m
and T

c
+L

m

base ≤ D
m× (NW

act− 1). We define this case of kernels as

FULL MEM.

4.2.2 Case 2: L
m
base cannot be hidden

Some GPU kernels may launch only a few warps. During those kernel execu-

tion, most instruction latency cannot be hidden, which leads to insufficient GPU

utilization. The global memory latency L
m

base can generally contribute a lot to
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Figure 4.7: (a) the execution time pipeline of a FULL COMP kernel when the ratio

of core frequency to memory frequency is r. (b) the kernel becomes FULL MEM when

applying a new ratio r̄ = 3r. It is observed that the average global memory delay

D
m

becomes larger than T
c
when the ratio of core frequency to memory frequency

is increased. This leads to the kernel type transformation.

the kernel execution time. We introduce two cases, called LACK NO WAIT and

LACK WAIT, to explain this kind of GPU kernels. The term LACK implies that

there are not enough active warps to hide the global memory latency. LACK WAIT

and LACK NO WAIT are identified by whether T
c

is shorter than D
m

. When T
c

is shorter than D
m

, the first memory request of each warp should have a waiting

period, as shown in Fig. 4.6a. We can estimate T act using Eq. (4.2.12) for this case:

T act =D
m × (NW

act − 1) + (T
c

+ L
m

base)×Ro, (4.2.12)

where T
c ≤ D

m
and T

c
+L

m

base ≥ D
m× (NW

act− 1). We define this case of kernels as

LACK WAIT.

When T
c

is longer than D
m

, the memory requests of each warp do not have

queuing delay, as shown in Fig. 4.6b. We can estimate T act using Eq. (4.2.13):

T act =T
c × (NW

act − 1) + (T
c

+ L
m

base)×Ro, (4.2.13)

where T
c ≥ D

m
and T

c × (NW
act − 1) ≤ L

m

base. We define this case of kernels as

LACK NO WAIT.
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Figure 4.9: Three examples of GPU kernel type transformation between FULL MEM

and FULL COMP. The experiments are conducted on GTX 980 and the x-axis shows its

supported frequency scaling range. histogram is always compute-bound, while

BlackScholes is always memory-bound. However, backprop has a frequency scaling

switch point at x=0.85.

4.2.3 The Effects of Core and Memory Frequency Scaling

In this subsection, the effects of core and memory frequency scaling on GPUs are

explicitly explored using our performance model. Since we calculate the kernel

execution time in the unit of GPU core clock cycle, we only discuss those effects

under different ratios of core frequency to memory frequency, denoted by r, instead

of enumerating different core and memory frequency combinations. That is, the

kernel execution cycles are identical under the same ratio.

First, we exploit how the transformation between FULL COMP and FULL MEM

happens when r changes. As shown in Fig. 4.7a, assume that the original kernel

belongs to FULL COMP under r. Notice that under this certain frequency setting,
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the computation cycles T
c

is longer than the data access time D
m

. The kernel execu-

tion time is dominated by the computational cycles. Then, assume that the ratio of

core frequency to memory frequency is scaled by 3×, denoted by r̄, as shown in Fig.

4.7b. Notice that both the memory latency L
m

base and delay D
m

is increased by 3×,

and the computation cycles T
c

is surpassed by the memory delay D
m

. The kernel is

no longer FULL COMP but FULL MEM, and its execution time is dominated by

the data access time instead.

Table 4.2: The Kernel Type Classification Scheme

First-Level Second-Level Case

T
c ≥ D

m

(Compute-Dominated)
T
c × (NW

act − 1) ≥ L
m

base FULL COMP

T
c × (NW

act − 1) < L
m

base LACK NO WAIT

T
c
< D

m

(Memory-Dominated)
T
c
+L

m

base ≤ D
m× (NW

act−1) FULL MEM

T
c
+L

m

base > D
m× (NW

act−1) LACK WAIT

Then, we exploit how the transformation between the other two kernel types,

LACK NO WAIT and LACK WAIT, happens when r changes. As shown Fig. 4.8a,

the original kernel belongs to LACK NO WAIT under r. Notice that under this

certain frequency setting, the computation cycles T
c

is longer than the data access

time D
m

. The kernel execution time does not include any memory queuing delay,

although the memory latency cannot be hidden since there are not sufficient running

warps. Then, assume that the ratio of core frequency to memory frequency is scaled

by 3×, denoted by r̄, as shown in Fig. 4.8b. Since the computation cycles T
c

is

surpassed by the data access timeD
m

, the memory operation in DRAM of the second

warp is delayed. The kernel is no longer LACK NO WAIT but LACK WAIT, and

its execution time is now extended by some memory queuing delays.

We conclude our performance model in Table 4.2. For each GPU kernel, the

model tags the kernel type with two-level classification. The first level distinguishes

the kernel by comparing T
c

and D
m

, which decides whether the kernel execution

produces memory queuing delay. Then, on the one hand, for those kernels which
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meet T
c ≥ D

m
, the second level distinguishes them by comparing T

c × (NW
act − 1)

and L
m

base. On the other hand, for the other branch of kernels, the second level

distinguishes them by comparing T
c

+ L
m

base and D
m × (NW

act − 1). The basic idea

behind the second level classification is to judge whether the number of concurrent

warps is sufficient to hide the memory latency. According to the analysis in Fig. 4.7

and 4.8, scaling the core and memory frequencies may change the kernel type.

Fig. 4.9 demonstrates three GPU kernel examples, namely histogram(HIST),

BlackScholes(BS) and backpropForward(BPFW), to clarify how the transformation

between FULL MEM and FULL COMP happens when the core and memory fre-

quencies change. The x-axis of each sub-figure represents the ratio of the core

frequency to the memory frequency, while the y-axis represents the application ex-

ecution cycles. Three lines in each sub-figure compare the execution cycles of the

experimental measurement, the estimation of FULL COMP and the estimation of

FULL MEM. The FULL COMP value is almost the same for different frequency

settings, while the FULL MEM line grows when increasing fSM/fMEM . In the sub-

figure of HIST, the FULL MEM line is always under the FULL COMP line, which

implies that the execution time of histogram is dominated by the computation cy-

cles, no matter which core and memory frequency setting is applied to the GPU.

Thus, the FULL COMP line is close to the measured ground truth. On the contrary,

the FULL MEM line of BS is on top of the FULL COMP line and nearly coincides

the measured ground truth, which indicates that BlackScholes is a memory-bound

GPU application. Different from the previous two examples, BPFW behaves in a

more interesting pattern. The FULL COMP line crosses the FULL MEM line at

the point fSM/fMEM=0.85. When fSM/fMEM ≤0.85, the FULL COMP cycle is

bigger than the FULL MEM cycle, which indicates that BPFW is compute-bound.

However, when fSM/fMEM >0.85, the FULL MEM dominates the execution time

and is closer to the measured ground truth. We call 0.85 as the frequency scaling

switch point of BPFW. Some similar examples are also found in our experiments,

and they usually have different switch points. Our performance model can catch
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the frequency scaling switch point, which is vital to achieve accurate performance

estimation.

4.3 Experiments

4.3.1 Experimental Methodology

With the help of NVIDIA Inspector [93] and nvidia-smi [92], two GPU management

tools under Windows and Linux respectively, we can fix the performance state of the

GPU and adjust its core frequency and memory frequency within a certain range.

Given a GPU kernel, we can obtain its execution time under different GPU frequency

combinations. Table 5.5 lists the GPU configurations used in our experiments. We

validate our performance model on four recent GPUs, including one Maxwell (GTX

980), two Pascal (GTX 1080Ti and Tesla P100) and one Volta (Tesla V100). The

exploration space of frequency settings for each GPU covers all the possible combi-

nations of core frequencies and memory frequencies shown in the bottom two lines

of Table 5.5. The bold numbers refer to the default frequency values. Notice that

nvidia-smi offers different clocking options on modern GPUs, such as -lgc (locked

clocks), -ac (application clocks) and -pl (power limits). Our model can be directly

applied to the -lgc and -ac options since they are all used to configure the GPU fre-

quencies. The -pl option is mostly used in a power-constrained scenario. Regarding

our proposed performance model, it is equivalent to the case that those candidate

frequency settings that cause excessive power consumption are removed from the

search range.

We validate our model among 20 realistic GPU kernels from Rodinia [12] and

CUDA SDK 10.0 [89], listed in Table 4.4. These benchmark applications cover a wide

range of execution patterns, such as DRAM intensive, L2 cache intensive, shared

memory intensive and computation intensive. They also have different kernel grid

and block settings, which implies various GPU workloads and different magnitudes

of kernel execution time.
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Table 4.3: Target GPU Frequency Configurations

Device GTX 980 GTX 1080Ti Tesla P100 Tesla V100
Base architecture Maxwell Pascal Pascal Volta
Compute apability 5.2 6.0 6.0 7.0
Number of SMs 16 28 56 80
Cores/SM 128 128 64 64
Threads per warp 32 32 32 32
GDRAM bus width 256-bit 384-bit 4096-bit 4096-bit
GDRAM size 4 GB 12 GB 16 GB 32 GB
LD/ST Units/SM 32 32 16 16
DP Units/SM 4 4 32 32
SF Units/SM 32 32 16 16
Core frequency
(MHz)

[500, 600, 700,
800, 900, 1000]

[1600, 1700,
1800, 1900,
2000]

[607, 810, 1012,
1202, 1328]

[802, 945, 1087,
1237, 1380]

Memory frequency
(MHz)

[500, 600, 700,
800, 900, 1000]

[3500, 4000,
4500, 5000]

715 877

For each tested GPU kernel, we use the NVIDIA Profiler [90] to extract the

same performance counters at the default core and memory frequency to drive the

model parameters. Only the parameters related to GPU hardware (e.g. Lm,Dm,

etc.) through micro-benchmarking are fixed, while the rest from the kernel set-

ting and codes are various among different applications. Note that we only need

one-time data collection, which costs approximately several seconds for each GPU

kernel. Those performance counters also help witness the instruction distributions

of different types of benchmarks. As Fig. 4.10 demonstrates, our tested kernels

feature various patterns of instruction distributions. For example, convT contains a

large number of texture memory transactions, while SN contains a large number of

shared memory transactions. Those kernels raise challenges of designing an accurate

and general performance model. Besides, such instruction statistics help us locate

the principal contributors to the kernel execution time.

4.3.2 Experimental Results

Overall Accuracy

We use two metrics, mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) σ with respect to

the hardware measured results, and correlation ρ between modeled and measured
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performance, to evaluate our model. Correlation tells us if the trends in modeled

results are similar to as seen in measured. σ and ρ are calculated using Eq. (4.3.14a)

and (4.3.14b), where x is the modelled value and y is the measured ground truth.

We repeat each experiment for 1,000 times and report the average values.

Fig. 4.11 shows the modeling accuracy of four tested GPU cards. In each sub-

figure which presents one card, each blue point corresponds to the reading from one

kernel run under one frequency setting, where the x-axis value is estimated by the

performance model, and the y-axis value is measured from hardware. We plot all the

kernel samples under all the tested frequency combinations for each card. The blue

line is drawn at x=y. The MAPE and correlation values are also displayed on each

sub-figure. Our performance model estimates achieve a low average σ (3.85%∼8.8%)

and a high ρ (above 99%) on each GPU. It is observed that the average prediction

error of Tesla P100 and V100 is relatively larger than that of GTX 980. The HBM

of modern GPUs, such as P100 and V100 GPUs, tend to serve a big DRAM size and

fast memory throughput. However, the practical efficiency of HBM is not ideal on

them, as reported in [52]. The relative large DRAM bandwidth and low efficiency

may bring some biases to our proposed performance model.

σ = 100%× 1

N

N∑
i=1

|xi − yi|
yi

(4.3.14a)

ρ =

∑N
i=1(xi − x̄i)(yi − ȳi)√∑N

i=1(xi − x̄i)2
∑N

i=1(yi − ȳi)2
(4.3.14b)

We then compare the average MAPE of different kernel classes. As shown in

Table 4.6, our model is robust and well generalized on different types of GPU kernels.

On GTX 980, although the MAPE of FULL COMP is about 50% worse than that

of FULL MEM, they are both in a satisfying low error level. On GTX 1080Ti and

Tesla P100, the MAPE of FULL COMP is slightly worse than that of FULL MEM.

We list the error distributions of all the performance estimates in Table 4.5. Over

50% of samples have below 7% errors and even 75% of the errors do not exceed 15%.
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Figure 4.10: Breakdown of different types of executed instructions on GTX 980.
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Figure 4.11: Accuracy and correlation analysis of the proposed performance

model.

The Effects of Memory Modeling

We then explore the benefits brought by our proposed memory model, which inte-

grates the effects of L2 cache and core/memory frequency scaling. Table 4.7 com-

pares the final model average errors σ of different cases that whether those two

factors are considered or not.

Table 4.5: The Prediction Error Distribution on Four GPUs.

Percentile GTX 980 GTX 1080Ti Tesla P100 Tesla V100
50th 2.1% 4.9% 6.6% 6.8%
75th 5.8% 14.4% 13.2% 13.5%
95th 13.2% 25.6% 24.5% 20.1%

First, regarding the effects of L2 cache, the prediction errors of GTX 980 and

GTX 1080Ti are significantly reduced, while two Tesla GPUs benefit few. The

reason is that some GPU kernels perform a large L2 cache hit rate on GTX 980

and GTX 1080Ti, while it is not the case on P100 and V100. Second, regarding the

effects of frequency scaling, it is reasonable that all the GPUs perform a much lower

σ, since the memory bandwidth and compute throughput can vary under different

frequency settings.
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Table 4.6: The σ of Different Kernel Classes.

Kernel Class GTX 980 GTX 1080Ti Tesla P100 Tesla V100
FULL COMP 5.15% 8.46% 8.34% 9.9%
FULL MEM 3.33% 8.65% 9.86% 8.0%
LACK WAIT / / 10.12% 4.9%
LACK NO WAIT / / / /

Table 4.7: The Effects on σ of Memory Modeling.

L2
Cache

Frequency
Scaling

GTX 980 GTX 1080Ti Tesla P100 Tesla V100

7 7 51.1% 23.0% 15.9% 17.2%
3 7 19.1% 12.0% 15.5% 16.7%
7 3 47.5% 22.0% 8.7% 8.9%
3 3 3.9% 8.6% 8.8% 8.8%

Sensitivity Analysis of Different Frequency Settings

This section discusses the sensitivity of our performance model to different core and

memory frequency settings. Fig. 4.12 shows three heatmaps corresponding to three

tested GPUs. Each entry of a heatmap is the average absolute relative percentage

error of one frequency pair among all of the tested benchmarks. The error values on

the heatmap of GTX 980 mostly range from 3%∼5%, while those of GTX 1080Ti

are close to 9%. For P100 and V100, we only show the error distribution among

different core frequencies due to the limited hardware support. The error values of

them are all below 10.5%.

Another interesting finding is that the largest error value on each heatmap

occurs on the entry of the lowest core frequency and the highest memory fre-

quency ((fSM=500 MHz, fMEM=1,000 MHz) for GTX 980, (fSM=1,600 MHz,

fMEM=5,500 MHz) for GTX 1080Ti, (fSM=607 MHz) for Tesla P100, (fSM=802

MHz) for Tesla V100. It can be interpreted by the fact that the SMs on GPUs not

only process the instructions of a GPU kernel but also provide some other functions,

such as instruction fetching, instruction decoding, warp scheduling, etc. The over-

head of those functions is not considered in our model. The lowest core frequency

may result in the largest time consumption of those functions. Overall speaking,

our performance model is of good generalization to be applied to different frequency
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domains of different GPUs.
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Figure 4.12: The MAPE heatmaps of all the supported frequency settings on four

GPUs. Each cell represents the average MAPE of all the tested GPU kernels of the

corresponding core and memory frequency.

Sensitivity Analysis of Different Model Parameters

To study how different parameters affect model accuracy, we conduct a sensitiv-

ity analysis for them. For each model parameter, we adjust its value by a 20%

decrease and a 20% increase respectively while keeping the others unchanged, and

then observe how the model accuracy changes.
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Table 4.8: Sensitivity Analysis of σ(%) with respect to Model Parameters.

Parameters GTX 980 GTX 1080Ti Tesla P100 Tesla V100
Lmbase 3.87/3.88 8.66/8.62 10.67/11.29 9.55/9.41
Dm 13.27/15.08 14.98/12.32 13.08/11.44 13.43/13.16
Dl2 4.66/4.81 9.50/9.45 10.40/10.35 8.85/8.81
Lsh 6.44/5.81 9.13/11.98 12.09/13.14 8.85/8.81
NW
act 19.96/19.51 20.16/19.65 22.26/18.19 22.96/16.58

γ 11.74/6.36 10.86/10.72 10.33/10.42 8.84/8.83

Note: Each cell records the σ(%) when applying a -20%/+20% adjustment to
the corresponding parameter.

Table 4.8 shows the results. Each cell (σ1/σ2) of Table 4.8 indicates that the

−20% parameter adjustment results in σ1 MAPE, and the +20% parameter adjust-

ment results in σ2 MAPE. As for the parameter of GPU DRAM, we observe that

DGm has greater impact on the model accuracy than LDm for four tested GPUs. It

is reasonable because each SM on the GPU can concurrently handle a large number

of warps, which can easily hide the DRAM access latency LDm. However, as shown

in our model, the DRAM delay DGm often dominates the execution time of those

memory-bound kernels. Compared to DDm, adjusting Dl2 leads to smaller accuracy

deduction, since L2 cache is much faster than DRAM. Lsh also gives a considerable

contribution to the model estimate, since the tested kernels mostly take advantage

of shared memory to accelerate data access.

NW
act reflects the practical utilization of the GPU during the kernel execution. It

is evident that an accurate estimate of NW
act plays an essential role in modeling the

performance precisely, which also can be proved by our sensitivity analysis. Besides,

remember that one advantage of our model is considering the effects of L2 cache.

The L2 cache hit rate γ also shows remarkable significance in our performance model.

For GTX 980 and GTX 1080Ti, adjusting γ brings a high error, while it is not the

case for Tesla P100 and V100. Since two Tesla GPUs provide much more SMs than

the other two GPUs and the L2 cache is shared among the SMs, the L2 cache hit

rate is somehow reduced for most benchmarks, which results in the fact that γ rarely

affects the model accuracy on P100 and V100.
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4.3.3 Case Study of Energy Conservation

An accurate energy prediction model for GPU DVFS can help reduce a lot of en-

ergy consumption without significant performance degradation. We apply the GPU

power estimation model proposed by [115] to predict the power consumption of a

given kernel under different frequency settings. Combined with our performance

estimation model, we can predict the energy consumption of each kernel under dif-

ferent frequency settings and then identify which setting achieves the best energy

efficiency. Figs. 4.13∼4.16 illustrate the energy conservation results of four GPUs.

The energy data is obtained by multiplying the measured kernel execution time and

average runtime power consumption. There are three bars for each kernel. The first

bar represents the energy consumption under the default frequency setting. The

second bar represents the lowest energy consumption found by the experimental

measurements, while the third bar represents the energy consumption achieved by

our performance model when it is seeking the minimum.

First, the default core and memory frequency setting is rarely the best choice

to produce the least energy consumption. Notice that the default settings of four

GPUs are the highest frequencies in our experiments, which generally drives the

fastest program run. Second, our energy estimation model predicts a nearly optimal

frequency setting for each GPU benchmarks, which indicates that an accurate perfor-

mance and power model for GPU DVFS is useful to achieve better energy efficiency.

Third, it is observed that four GPUs obtain different energy conservation benefits

from the DVFS technique. According to the optimal frequency setting predicted by

our energy estimation model, the average energy conservations of 20 benchmarks

are 7.5% (up to 18.2%) for GTX 980, 3.7%(up to 13.8%) for GTX 1080Ti, 16.8%(up

to 28.9%) for Tesla P100, and 14.8%(up to 25.3%) for Tesla V100. One main reason

is that the supported frequency adjustment ranges of those three GPUs are differ-

ent. GTX 980 has a 2× scaling range (from 500 MHz to 1,000 MHz) for both core

and memory frequency adjustment and two Tesla GPUs have a nearly 2× scaling

range (from 607 MHz to 1,328 MHz and 802 MHz to 1,380 MHz) for core frequency.
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However, GTX 1080Ti only features a nearly 1.2× scaling range for core frequency

and a 1.4× scaling range for memory frequency, which makes it benefit less from

the frequency scaling technique than the other two GPUs.

We also observed some cases that have above 20% performance drop-off when

achieving the minimum energy consumption. Thus, we have conducted another

experiment that only applies the DVFS technique to those kernels that have within

10% performance drop-off. Our model can still achieve up to 18.2%, 13.8%, 23.8%

and 11.0% energy conservation for them on GTX 980, GTX 1080Ti, Tesla P100

and Tesla V100 respectively. The average energy savings are correspondingly 6.0%,

4.2%, 13.4% and 14.8%.
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Figure 4.13: Energy Conservation on GTX 980 (Default Frequency: fSM=1,000 MHz,

fMEM=1,000 MHz)

We also demonstrate the selected frequencies that achieve the minimum energy

consumption for each kernel in Table 4.4. It is observed that there is no single

optimal configuration on GTX 980, GTX 1080Ti and Tesla V100, while f core=1,012

MHz is the best choice for most kernels on Tesla P100. In practice, since the

frequencies of different GPU kernels to conserve most energy consumption can vary

diversely, fixing the GPU frequency setting at the found best-case constant one may

hardly perform well with arriving GPU kernels of unknown random patterns.
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Figure 4.14: Energy Conservation on GTX 1080Ti (Default Frequency: fSM=1,800

MHz, fMEM=4,500 MHz)
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Figure 4.15: Energy Conservation on Tesla P100 (Default Frequency: fSM=1,328

MHz, fMEM=715 MHz)
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Figure 4.16: Energy Conservation on Tesla V100 (Default Frequency: fSM=1,380

MHz, fMEM=877 MHz)

We also analyze the energy conservation brought by GPU DVFS of different

classes of GPU kernels. Table 4.9 demonstrates the results. It seems that the ker-

nels of the type FULL MEM have higher energy conservation on GTX 980, Tesla

P100 and V100, while those of the type FULL COMP have higher energy conser-

vation on GTX 1080Ti. Notice that the core frequency scaling ranges of GTX 980,

Tesla P100 and Tesla V100 are [500, 1000], [607, 1328] and [802, 1380] MHz. For

the FULL MEM kernels, lowering the core frequency properly can significantly re-

duce the energy consumption without severe performance drop-off. However, GTX

1080Ti only has a relatively narrow core frequency scaling range of [1600, 2000] MHz

but a wide memory frequency scaling range of [3500, 5000] MHz. The kernels of

FULL COMP benefit more energy conservation on GTX 1080Ti.

Table 4.9: The Average Energy Conservation of Different Kernel Classes.

Kernel Class GTX 980 GTX 1080Ti Tesla P100 Tesla V100
FULL COMP 2.1% 5.2% 14.6% 11.4%
FULL MEM 9.9% 2.7% 21.8% 18.5%
LACK WAIT / / 11.4% 10.0%
LACK NO WAIT / / / /
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4.3.4 Discussion

Profiling Overhead

To apply our performance model, we need to collect only 13 performance counters

of a given kernel, which is not a large set and can be finished by calling one time

of nvprof. The overhead of using our model mainly comes from the profiling step,

which usually takes multiple runs of the kernel to collect the required performance

counters. In practice, the profiling time ranges from 100ms to a few seconds. We

think the overhead of a few seconds will be acceptable for those applications running

for hours or even days, such as the popular deep learning training jobs. In practice,

it will be more convenient for the end users to profile the kernels and submit the

performance metrics to the server system to determine the optimal DVFS setting.

It is also a good idea to use a database system to record the performance metrics

for commonly used kernels for different GPUs.

DVFS Latency

The latency of frequency scaling is indeed a challenge if the application executes

different short GPU kernels in turn and may need frequent frequency changes. We

used the codes in Listing 2 to benchmark the latency of NVML API [91] func-

tion nvmlDeviceSetApplicationsClocks() that is used to control the GPU core fre-

quency. Lines 5-6 define some GPU related variables, including the target GPU ID

and the frequency values, and Line 8 represents the omitted part that assigns those

variables. Lines 10-14 apply the desired frequency setting to the target GPU. We

found the latency ranging from 10ms to 15ms on our Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU, which

is much longer than the DVFS transition latency on Intel CPUs which are only at

the order of tens of microseconds [74]. For some practical applications such as deep

learning training, it will be good enough to fix the GPU frequency to optimize the

dominating GPU kernel in order to improve the energy efficiency [112]. However,

for more complicated applications with diverse GPU kernels, it will be interesting

to design a latency-aware DVFS scheduling scheme, like the work in [57].
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1 #include <nvml.h>

2 int main(int argc , char* argv [])

3 {

4 // GPU related variables

5 int fcore , fmem , dev_id;

6 nvmlDevice_t device;

7 // Assign the above variables

8 ...

9 // Apply GPU frequency scaling

10 nvmlInit ();

11 nvmlDeviceGetHandleByIndex(dev_id , &device);

12 nvmlDeviceSetApplicationsClocks(device , \

13 fmem , fcore);

14 nvmlShutdown ();

15 }

Listing 2: GPU Frequency Scaling by NVML API [91]

Block Size Setting

The optimal thread-block size often differs according to hardware factors (GPU

architecture, register file and shared memory size) and software factors (kernel im-

plementation, barrier synchronization, input data size). There are several existing

studies about how to tune the block size for the best kernel performance. Some

of them [85, 64] claimed that higher warp occupancy achieved better kernel perfor-

mance and one should determine the optimal block size setting that maximizes the

warp occupancy. Some others [20, 22] claimed that the optimal block size setting

is not necessarily the one that provides highest occupancy. They applied analyt-

ical models or machine learning techniques to select the GPU thread-block size

to achieve the best performance using information of hardware (active SM count,

GPU thread-block size, compiler optimization options) and software (input data

size, thread count, kernel implementation, especially the usage of register files and

shared memory).

To achieve the best performance of a GPU kernel, we can firstly predict the

best block size setting by using the SM-occupancy model in [85] and collect the

performance counters under that predicted setting. Then we adopt our DVFS-

aware performance and power model to predict the frequency setting that achieves
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the minimum energy consumption within a small tolerance range of performance

drop-off (e.g. 10%). Besides, the block size setting mainly affects the SM occupancy,

which is also considered by our performance and power models. Thus, by integrating

the SM-occupancy model, our models can be used to find the best setting, including

the block size and the corresponding frequencies, that meets the users’ requirement,

which can be maximizing the performance or energy efficiency.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we demonstrate a GPGPU performance estimation model to pre-

dict the resultant effects of applying different core and memory frequency settings.

We first estimate the global memory access latency under different frequency set-

tings, which incorporates the effects of the DRAM memory and the L2 cache. Then

a fine-grained performance model is proposed to predict the execution time of a

given GPU kernel at different frequency settings. Our model only needs one-time

kernel profiling to extract the performance counters to provide those accurate es-

timates. Our experimental results suggest that the proposed method can capture

the kernel performance scaling behaviors with changing core and memory frequen-

cies, and achieve decent accuracy among a wide range of kernels on four tested

GPUs. Furthermore, the energy conservation study also exposes great potentials of

the proposed approach. The precise estimation of our performance model is vital to

deriving DVFS-based energy conservation suggestions.
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Chapter 5

Machine-learning based GPGPU

performance & Power estimation

with frequency scaling

In this chapter, we first design a new benchmark suite, called Cross Benchmarking,

to generate a large number of synthetic GPU kernels for model training of GPU

performance and power estimation. The samples generated by Cross Benchmarking

cover different types of instructions and various kernel patterns, which is essential

for training an accurate and robust machine learning model. We then explore how to

apply the popular machine learning methods, support vector regression (SVR) and

gradient boosting decision tree (GDBT), to predict the execution time and average

runtime power consumption of a GPU kernel under different frequency settings. Our

evaluation on real hardware reveals that the model trained by only the synthetic

kernels of Cross Benchmarking achieves good accuracy and robustness on unseen

real application kernels.

5.1 Cross-Benchmarking Suites

As mentioned before, modeling GPU performance and power using machine learn-

ing methods usually faces lack of training samples. To enrich the training dataset,
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we develop Cross-Benchmarking, a benchmark suites containing several hand-craft

synthetic GPU kernels. The main idea of Cross-Benchmark is to simulate GPU ker-

nel executions of different instruction distributions. The basic types of instructions

are listed in Table 5.1, which covers the whole GPU memory hierarchy and different

computational function units. By adjust the type and the ratio of those instruc-

tions, we can produce many synthetic GPU kernel samples of different instruction

proportions. The word ”Cross” indicates that the benchmark suites explore the in-

teraction effect of two or more types of instructions, instead of only one type, which

have been studied a lot in previous works.

Table 5.1: The synthetic benchmarks in Cross-Benchmarking Suite

Kernel Name Cross Operations
dram-compute 1. integer operations

2. single float operations
3. double float operations

dram-shmem shared memory load/store transactions
dram-cache 1. L2 cache only

2. L1/L2 cache
dram-cache-tex texture cache transactions

double* l2_array, dram_array;

for(uint32_t i = 0; i<DRAM_SIZE; i+=THREAD_NUM){
    // load data from dram and accumulate
    double * ptr = dram_array + i + global_id;
    asm volatile ("{\t\n"
    ".reg .f64 data;\n\t"
    "ld.global.cg.f64 data, [%1];\n\t"
    "add.f64 %0, data, %0;\n\t"
    "}" : "+d"(output) : "l"(ptr) : "memory"
    );
    // load data from l2 cache and accumulate
    for (uint32_t n = 0; n < RATIO; n++)
        for(uint32_t i = 0; i<L2_SIZE; i+=BLOCK_SIZE){
        double * ptr = L2_array + i;
        uint32_t offset = (thread_id+i)%BLOCK_SIZE;
        asm volatile ("{\t\n"
        ".reg .f64 data;\n\t"
        "ld.global.cg.f64 data, [%1];\n\t"
        "add.f64 %0, data, %0;\n\t"
        "}" : "+d"(output) : "l"(ptr+offset) : "memory"
        );
}

T* dram_array;

// define registers
T reg, reg0, reg1;

for(uint32_t i = 0; i<DRAM_SIZE; i+=THREAD_NUM){
    // load data from Global memory
    reg = data_array[i + global_id];
    reg0 = reg1 = reg;
    for (uint32_t n = 0; n < RATIO; n++)
        reg0 = reg0 * reg0 + reg1;
        reg1 = reg1 * reg1 + reg0;
}

(a)dram-cache (b)dram-compute

T* shm_buffer;

set_vector(shm_buffer);

uint32_t sidx0 = 0;
uint32_t sidx1 = blockDim.x;
for(uint32_t n = 0; n<RATIO; n++){
    shmem_swap(shm_buffer+tid+sidx0, shm_buffer+tid+sidx1);
    shmem_swap(shm_buffer+tid+sidx1, shm_buffer+tid+sidx0);
}

(c)dram-shmem

Figure 5.1: The pesudocode of our Cross-Benchmarking suite.

Fig. 5.1 lists part of the benchmark source code. The codes of Fig. 5.1(a) are

used to explore the interaction effect of DRAM and different level of caches. The
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outer loop controls the access to DRAM, while the inner loop controls the access

to caches. The parameter RATIO are used to implement different distributions of

DRAM operations and cache operations. To produce the desired cache hit rate,

we first adopt the microbenchmark methodology in [76, 52] to uncover the cache

structure and latency of our tested GPU platform. Then we use PTX code to con-

trol the access rates of different memory cache levels, including DRAM, L2 cache,

L1/Texture cache. Changing ld.global.cg to ld.global.ca can open all-level

L2/L1 caches. The codes of Fig. 5.1(b) are used to explore the interaction effect

of memory access and computational operations. It supports different datatypes by

using C++ template grammar. The codes first load data from global memory and

then conduct RATIO rounds of computations, which simulates different utilizations

of DRAM and computational cores on the GPU. The codes of Fig. 5.1(c) are used

to explore the interaction effect of DRAM and shared memory. set vector() first

loads data from DRAM. Then shmem swap just switch the values of two elements in

the shared memory, which generates several shared memory load and store opera-

tions. Similarly, by changing the parameter RATIO, we can simulate different access

strength on the shared memory.

Fig. 5.2a∼5.2d presents the instruction distributions of seven different opera-

tions, obtained by executing our cross-benchmark suites on the GPU TitanX (Pas-

cal) at the default frequency setting. The plotting lines illustrate the kernel exe-

cution time normalized by the total number of instructions. Fig. 5.2a shows the

mixture case of global memory operations and integer operations. As the percent-

age of integer operations decreases, the kernel execution time gradually increases

with a likely quadratic speed. It can be explained by the fact that global memory

operation has higher latency than integer operation does. The same phenomenon

can also be observed in Fig. 5.2b which shows the mixture case of global memory

operations and single precision floating operations. However, even their normalized

kernel execution time seems to have the same pattern, the instruction distributions

are totally different. Fig. 5.2c shows the mixture case of global memory operations
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(a) Global Memory and Integer Operation

(b) Global Memory and Single Precision Floating Operation

(c) Global Memory and Double Precision Floating Operation

(d) Global Memory and Shared Memory

Figure 5.2: The execution time variations of GPU kernels with different

instruction distributions. The experimental results are collected on Nvidia

TitanX (Pascal) under the default frequency setting.
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and double precision floating operations. Unlike the case of single precision floating

operations, it shows the decreasing trend of kernel execution time when the percent-

age of double precision floating operations gets lower. The possible reason is that

TitanX Pascal, equipped with only four DP units, do not own very powerful double

precision floating computational capability. Fig. 5.2d shows the mixture of global

memory operations and shared memory operations. When the percentage of shared

memory operations gradually gets higher, the line of the kernel execution time has

a valley shape. This observation reveals that there likely exists a saturation point of

the relative ratio between global memory operation and shared memory operation.

At the beginning, increasing access to shared memory helps improve the performance

between it relaxes the pressure of global memory. When the relative ratio between

global memory operation and shared memory operation crosses the saturation point,

the latency of shared memory becomes the bottleneck of GPU performance.

By adjusting the ratio as well as data type of each cross benchmark, we finally

produce 195 synthetic kernels with various instruction distributions. When training

a machine learning model for GPU performance estimation, they can serve two

functions: 1. the samples for model pre-training; 2. the supplementary samples for

a small training set.

5.2 Modeling GPU Performance with Machine Learn-

ing Methods

We first demonstrate our GPGPU performance modeling framework in Fig. 5.3. The

framework contains two phases and three main components, cross-benchmark suite,

performance model for the default frequency setting and performance model for

frequency scaling. The cross-benchmark suite is a set of hand-craft GPU benchmark

kernels that simulate different instruction distributions. Section 5.1 has discussed

this benchmark suite in detail. In the training phase, we use the synthetic kernels

generated by Cross Benchmarking to train the performance model for the default
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frequency. After that, we further train another performance model for frequency

scaling, which predicts the scaling ratio of the kernel execution time of the target

frequency compared with that of the default frequency setting. In the testing phase,

we first extract the GPU configuration and the kernel information, and then feed

them into the model to predict the execution time of the target kernel at different

core and memory frequencies. Machine learning uses statistical techniques to learn

Target GPU Kernel

Performance Model at
the default setting

Performance Model
for GPU DVFS

Cross-Benchmarking

Synthetic Kernels

GPU
configuration

Instruction 
Information

train
generate input

Performance at target core/memory 
frequency

predict

extract

input

Training Phase

Testing Phase

Figure 5.3: Our GPGPU performance modeling framework for frequency scaling.

the correlations between independent variables and dependent variables. Naturally

the first step is to choose suitable features for predicting the target. In principle,

the performance of a GPU kernel is decided by its instructions. Thus, we extract

the instruction information of different GPU components from the kernels. Table

5.2 lists all the features used in our performance models. The profiling metrics are

obtained by nvprof [90], a profiling tool for GPU applications provided by NVIDIA.

They reveal the utilizations and operations of different GPU components. The

chosen metrics cover several most important components which significantly affect

the GPU performance, including global memory, L2 cache, L1/Texture cache, shared

memory and computational cores. Then we further integrate those metrics which

belong to the same components and finally obtain 8 features. In our experiments,
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Table 5.2: Features of performance modeling

Features Profiling Metrics Descriptions
n dm dram read transactions Number of device memory read transactions

dram write transactions Number of device memory write transactions
n l2 l2 read transactions Number of memory read transactions seen at

L2 cache for all read requests
l2 write transactions Number of memory write transactions seen at

L2 cache for all read requests
n shm shared load transactions Number of shared memory load transactions

shared store transactions Number of shared memory store transactions
tex trans tex cache transactions Number of unified cache access for multipro-

cessor read transactions
n flop sp flop count sp add Number of single-precision floating-point

add operations executed by non-predicated
threads.

flop count sp mul Number of single-precision floating-point
multiply operations executed by non-
predicated threads.

flop count sp fma Number of single-precision floating-point
multiply-accumulate operations executed by
non-predicated threads

flop count sp special Number of single-precision floating-point spe-
cial operations executed by non-predicated
threads

n flop dp flop count dp add Number of double-precision floating-point
add operations executed by non-predicated
threads

flop count dp mul Number of double-precision floating-point
multiply operations executed by non-
predicated threads

flop count dp fma Number of double-precision floating-point
multiply-accumulate operations executed by
non-predicated threads

n int inst integer Number of integer instructions executed by
non-predicated threads

act util achieved occupancy Ratio of the average active warps per active
cycle to the maximum number of warps sup-
ported on a multiprocessor
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this integration performs much better than directly feeding those profiling metrics

into the models. The possible reason is that the training dataset size is not large

enough compared to the number of profiling metrics, which confuses the machine

learning models.

Generally, a GPU can launch a large number of warps throughout the kernel

execution period. However, due to the hardware resource limitation, one SM can

only execute a certain number of warps concurrently. These warps are called active

warps and the number of active warps per SM is denoted by NW
act. Thus, GPU

needs to execute several rounds of active warps on each SM to finish the kernel

execution. The per round execution time, denoted by (T act), can be estimated using

Eq. (5.2.1). T act denotes the measured kernel execution time. NB denotes the total

number of thread blocks. NW
pb denotes the number of warps per block. NSM denotes

the number of SMs.

T act =
T exec

(NW
pb ×NB/(NW

act ×NSM))
(5.2.1)

Ixnorm =
Ix∑
t∈T I

t
(5.2.2)

T (fcore,fmem)
norm =

T (fcore,fmem)

T (f̂core,f̂mem)
(5.2.3)

Eq. (5.2.1) indicates that the kernel execution time is influenced by the thread

configurations and the number of SMs integrated on GPUs. To remove those dis-

turbance to performance modeling, we decide to estimate T act instead of T exec.

To apply machine learning algorithms to modeling problem, it is essential to

pre-process the input features. First, those integrated eight features, listed by Table

5.2, are normalized with the summation of them, as Eq. (5.2.2) shows. We divide

T act by the total number of instructions to remove the dependency between them.

As for performance modeling of frequency scaling, we choose T norm, defined by

Eq. (5.2.3), as the prediction target instead of the original time value. T norm can

also be regarded as the ratio of kernel performance scaling under different frequency
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Table 5.3: The Grid Search Space of Machine Learning Algorithm

Algorithm Parameters
kernel γ C ε degree
rbf [0.8,1.0,1.2] [1,10,100,1000] [0.1,0.2,0.4,0.8] \

SVR poly [0.8,1.0,1.2] [1,10,100,1000] [0.1,0.2,0.4,0.8] [1,2,3,4]
number of
estimators

maximum
depth

learning rate minimum
child weight

\

XGBoost [200,400,600,800] [3,4,5,6] [0.05,0.1,0.2,0.4] [0.1,0.5,1,2] \

settings, compared to the default one. Notice that the time scaling ratio with differ-

ent frequency settings nearly lie within a range centered at one. Such a prediction

target is preferred to machine learning techniques.

We apply two popular machine learning algorithms, Support Vector Regression

(SVR) [72] and XGBoost [14]. They are useful to exploit complicated non-linear

correlations between the input variables and the output. We respectively use the

polynomial kernel and the gaussian kernel when applying SVR.

We use grid search to find the optimal hyper-parameters of each algorithm with

3-fold cross validation, which is a common strategy to find the balance point be-

tween underfitting and overfitting for a machine learning model. Table 5.3 lists the

hyper-parameter search space of SVR and XGBoost. We use scikit-learn1 as imple-

mentation for SVR. The definition of those hyper-parameters can be found in the

document of scikit-learn. As for XGBoost, we use the official python library for

implementations. Those hyper-parameters of XGBoost are also detailed in [14].

5.3 Modeling GPU Power with Machine Learning

Methods

As discussed in Section 1.3, different applications can have diverse workloads on

different units on the GPU, scaling both core and memory frequency may result in

completely disparate power scaling behaviors on them. To address this problem,

we propose a power estimation model based on support vector regression machine

1https://scikit-learn.org/
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Table 5.4: Features of power modeling

Metrics Description
achieved occupancy Ratio of the average active warps per active cycle to

the maximum number of warps supported on a multi-
processor

eligible warps per cycle Average number of warps that are eligible to issue per
active cycle

dram read transactions Number of device memory read transactions
dram write transactions Number of device memory write transactions
l2 read transactions Number of memory read transactions seen at L2 cache

for all read requests
l2 write transactions Number of memory write transactions seen at L2 cache

for all write requests
shared load transactions Number of shared memory load transactions
shared store transactions Number of shared memory store transactions
branch efficiency Ratio of non-divergent branches to total branches ex-

pressed as percentage
cf executed Number of executed control-flow instructions
flop count dp Number of double-precision floating-point operations

executed by non-predicated threads
flop count sp Number of single-precision floating-point operations

executed by non-predicated threads
flop count sp special Number of single-precision floating-point special oper-

ations executed by non-predicated threads

(SVR) which is applicable to real GPU hardware. First, we introduce how we select

and extract the selected features of a GPU kernel used for training the power model.

Second, we present our special treatments to the features extracted by the profiling

tool during kernel runtime as well as the training configurations of SVR.

Feature Selection and Power Measurement

Thanks to the programmability provided by Compute Unified Device Architecture

(CUDA), not only the software developments become simpler on modern NVIDIA

GPUs, but also the performance profiling becomes available in a convenient way.

We adopt CUDA version 10.0 in our work since it has good compatibility among a

wide range of GPU generations and also provides sufficient supports for new features

of recent GPU architectures. CUDA 10.0 provides nvprof [90] which can capture

more than 50 performance counters for analyzing kernel performance. We choose
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13 major counters listed in Table 5.4 which significantly affect the average power.

achieved occupancy and eligible warps per cycle indicate the utilization of stream-

multiprocessors on GPUs. dram read transactions and dram write transactions mean

the number of DRAM transactions happened during the GPU kernel execution while

l2 read transactions and l2 write transactions mean the number of L2 cache transac-

tions. Since shared memory is also widely used in GPU kernels for performance op-

timization, we also include shared load transactions and shared store transactions.

branch efficiency and cf executed reflect the divergence level of control flow while

the rest three float count * evaluate the workload of single/double precision floating-

point operations.

To measure the power consumption of the tested GPU kernels, we use the tool

nvidia-smi [92], which is a command line utility based on top of NVIDIA GPU driver

API designed for the management and monitoring of NVIDIA GPU devices. We

choose the sampling frequency at 1 read per second so that the impact of nvidia-smi

on the application performance is negligible. We also add ten seconds of sampling

before and after the kernel execution as safeguards. We revise each tested appli-

cation to let them run sufficient iterations so that the GPUs are running for at

least 10 minutes and generate more than 600 power samples. It is also well-known

that the GPU temperature can also affect the runtime power consumption. Our

current work focuses on the effect of frequency scaling, hence we control the GPU

temperatures between 45 ◦C to 55 ◦C through fan speed adjustment. To verify that

our temperature range does not bring obvious variance to the sampling results, we

conduct significance test with t-distribution on the power samples of each kernel

and achieve 95% confidence interval. The result also suggests the repeatability of

our experiments. We will leave the investigation of the impact of GPU temperature

on power consumption as our future work.

However, it might cause large errors if such metrics data are directly adopted

to statistical methods. First, since most of the profiling metrics represent the total

number of instructions or transactions of the corresponding events, they could have
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extreme different magnitudes if the original GPU kernels have different workloads.

Second, even for the same kernel, the distribution among different types of instruc-

tions can be considerably uneven. To better take advantage of a data-driven model,

we should conduct careful feature pre-processing according to not only the variable

value itself but also the characteristic of the feature.

Pre-processing of the input features

Instead of directly using the profiling metrics as the input features of SVR,

we conduct two special pre-processing treatments on them. First, since

some performance counters represent the number of different types of op-

erations and are typically very large integers, we should normalize them

into a proper scale. We divide several performance counters, includ-

ing (a)dram read transactions, (b)l2 read transactions, (c)shared load transactions,

(d)dram write transactions, (e)l2 write transactions, (f)shared store transactions,

(g)flop count dp, (h)flop count sp and (i)flop count sp special, by the summation

of them. Since our objective is to predict the average runtime power consumption,

what we should concern is the relative workload information of different units on

the GPU, which can be retained with that normalization. Second, to introduce

the effects of frequency scaling, we multiply all the transaction and operation vari-

ables by the ratio of the relative frequency domain to the baseline frequency setting.

For example, global memory speed is influenced by the memory frequency while l2

cache and shared memory speed is influenced by the core frequency. The baseline

frequency setting is 400MHz for core frequency and 400MHz for memory frequency.

Power modeling with SVR

Some researchers established statistical models to estimate the GPU runtime power

consumption. Those models include square linear regression (SLR) [2], support

vector regression with linear kernel (SVR) [72], etc. Most of them attempt to fit

a linear relationship tightly so that the model can explain the contribution of each
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input variable. However, since the GPU architectures are becoming more and more

sophisticated, simple linear interpreters become insufficient to model the relationship

between the extracted kernel features and the power consumptions, which is also

validated by our motivation examples in Section 1.3.

Support Vector Regression (SVR) is a classical supervised learning algorithm

for data regression. Mathematically, the basic idea is to predict y given the input

x with the function f in Eq. (5.3.4) by solving the optimization problem in Eq.

(5.3.5). <ω, x> represents the kernel function, which helps map the original input

data to a higher dimension. This is useful when exploiting the non-linear correlation

between the input variables and the output. Thus, we apply SVR in modeling the

average GPU runtime power consumptions. The concrete algorithms can be found in

[72]. We tried different kernel functions including linear kernel, gaussian kernel and

polynomial kernel, and finally choosed the polynomial kernel with degree three. We

also adopt the python library scikit-learn as the implementation and set Epsilon,

which is half the width of epsilon insensitive bend, to be 0.1 and OutlierFraction,

which is the expected fraction of outliers, to be 0.2. To evaluate the generalization

capability of the model, we adopt ten-fold cross validation.

f(x) = <ω, x>+ b, ω ∈ Rd, b ∈ R (5.3.4)

min
1

2
‖ ω ‖

s.t. ‖ y − (<ω, x>− b) ‖< ε (5.3.5)

5.4 Experiments

5.4.1 Experimental Methodology

With the help of the NVML API [91], we can fix the performance state and adjust the

core frequency and memory frequency of the GPU within a certain range. Using this
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method we can obtain the execution time as well as the average power consumption

at different frequency configurations of GPU.

Performance Modeling

We validate our model on three recent GPUs, including GTX 980, TitanX Pascal

and Tesla P100. Hardware specifications are listed in Table 5.5. Notice that they

are equipped with different memory capacity and different number of functional

components, including SMs, SP units and DP units. We cover both core frequency

and memory frequency for GTX 980 and TitanX Pascal with a wide range of scaling,

such that 25 frequency configurations of GTX 980 and 16 of TitanX Pascal are

tested in total. P100 only supports core frequency scaling. We apply 5 different

core frequencies for its experiments.

Table 5.5: target gpu frequency configurations

Device GTX 980 TitanX Pas-
cal

Tesla P100

Base architecture Maxwell Pascal Pascal
Compute apability 5.2 6.0 6.0
Number of SMs 16 28 56
Cores/SM 128 128 64
Threads per warp 32 32 32
GDRAM bus width 256-bit 384-bit 4096-bit
GDRAM size 4 GB 12 GB 16 GB
LD/ST Units/SM 32 32 16
DP Units/SM 4 4 32
SF Units/SM 32 32 16
Core frequency [700, 900,

1100, 1300,
1500] MHz

[1,600, 1,700,
1,800, 1,900]
MHz

[607, 810,
1,012, 1,202,
1,328] MHz

Memory frequency [2100, 2600,
3100, 3600,
3900] MHz

[3,500, 4,000,
4,500, 5,000]
MHz

715 MHz

We use the NVIDIA Profiler [90] to extract the performance counters at the

baseline core and memory frequency to drive our model. Note that we only need

one time data collection, which makes our model run fast. Our current model does

not consider the effects of translation look-aside buffer misses, cold cache misses
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of DRAM and the instruction fetching overhead. Either scaling up or down two

frequencies may bias to our model. Thus, we choose 700 MHz for the baseline, as

it leaves space for increasing and decreasing the frequency, which helps witness the

effects of those unknown factors. Our results suggest that our performance model

is robust to those potential errors.

Figure 5.4: Instruction distributions of 24 real kernels.

We validate our model among 24 realistic GPU kernels from CUDA SDK 10.0

[89] and Rodinia [12]. We demonstrate their instruction distributions in Fig. 5.4.

These benchmark applications cover a wide range of execution patterns, such as

DRAM intensive, L2 cache intensive, shared memory intensive and computation

intensive. They also have different kernel grid and block settings, which implies

various GPU workloads and different magnitudes of kernel execution time. With

these experimental settings, we have a total of 600, 384 and 120 unique experiments

for three GPUs respectively. We repeat each experiment for 1,000 times and report

the average absolute precision errors (APEs).

To validate our performance model using cross-benchmark, we design three ex-

perimental schedules, denoted by REAL, SYN and REAL+SYN respectively.

REAL only uses the real kernel data to conduct leave-one cross validation. This

schedule is also regarded as the baseline for comparison. SYN only uses the syn-

thetic kernel data for model training and validate the accuracy on the real kernel

data. This schedule is used to explore the generalization of our cross-benchmark

suites. REAL+SYN is similar to REAL except it also uses the synthetic ker-

nel data for training, which regards our cross-benchmark kernels as supplementary

training samples.

To validate the performance model for frequency scaling, we adopt leave-one-out
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cross validation for the 24 real kernels. For each training instance we choose one

kernel for testing and the rest for training, which simulates the use case of predicting

an unseen GPU kernel.

Power Modeling

We apply the proposed SVR-based power prediction model with our special feature

pre-processing (denoted “pp SVR”) to 19 GPU kernels selected from Table 4.4 to

evaluate its accuracy. In the ten-fold cross validation, the data set is separated

evenly to ten subsets. For each subset, we use mean squared error (MSE) to assess

the model accuracy trained by the other nine subsets. The details of the hardware

platform are listed in Table 5.5.

To demonstrate the effects of feature pre-processing, we implement a naive SVR

model (“naive SVR”) which directly takes the raw performance counters and the

frequency settings as input. Besides, we also compare our model to multiple linear

regression (“MLR”) from Nagasaka et al. [86] on our pre-processing features.

We first run nvprof on all the tested GPU kernels under the configuration of

400MHz core frequency and 400MHz memory frequency and collect all the required

performance counter data. Then we measure the power consumption of each kernel

under both core and memory frequency scaling from 400MHz to 1000MHz with a

step size of 100MHz so that all the power data of 49 frequency settings are collected.

Combined with the profiling data, we finally obtain 931 samples for SVR modeling.

We randomly select 40 frequency pairs and pick out the corresponding samples

to train the SVR model and record the model as well as the MSEs of the cross

validation and the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of the final model on

the remaining testing samples. We call it one training group and repeat it one

hundred times so that a total of one hundred training groups are obtained.
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5.4.2 Experimental Results

Performance Modeling Using Cross-Benchmarking

Table 5.6 lists the mean absolute relative errors (MAREs) of three experimental

schedules conducted on three target GPU platforms. The bold results denote the

lowest MAREs for each GPU. From the presented results, REAL provides the worst

accuracy of more than 30% MAREs in most cases. It can be explained by the in-

struction distributions of those real kernels, as shown by Fig. 5.4. Most of the

kernels have totally distinguished patterns. This dataset generally features a great

sparsity in terms of the data point distributions of each dimension, which makes it

difficult to train a good model. However, even though SYN is trained with only

the synthetic kernel data, it outperforms REAL well with only 18%∼22% MAREs

even on those unseen real kernels. Remember that our cross-benchmarks do not only

simulate GPU kernels with different types of instructions, but also provide a progres-

sive kernel pattern change by adjusting those ratios. It helps the machine learning

model fit a rather smooth function. Finally, REAL+SYN demonstrates the best

accuracy with only 14%∼19% MAREs, which proves that our cross-benchmarks can

also serve as supplementary samples for learning a performance model.

Table 5.6: The Accuracy of Performance Modeling

Algo. GPU REAL SYN REAL+SYN
SVR-rbf GTX 980 30.4% 18.3% 17.8%

TitanX Pascal 46.03% 25.9% 27.5%
Tesla P100 38.0% 23.9% 23.3%

SVR-poly GTX 980 31.9% 16.6% 14.0%
TitanX Pascal 39.7% 22.9% 19.1%
Tesla P100 20.5% 24.2% 16.9%

xgboost GTX 980 43.6% 18.6% 20.4%
TitanX Pascal 43.7% 26.5% 30.0%
Tesla P100 37.4% 22.1% 22.8%

It can be seen that SVR with polynomial kernel outperform the other two algo-

rithms in most cases. When conducting grid search for hyper-parameters of SVR-

poly, the polynomial degree 2 or 3 is usually given out as the best choice for our

performance modeling. The possible reason is that the dataset size is not large
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(a) Performance Modeling Errors on GTX 980

(b) Performance Modeling Errors on TitanX Pascal

(c) Performance Modeling Errors on Tesla P100

Figure 5.5: Time prediction errors of each tested kernel at the default

frequency setting.

enough compared to the number of features included in our models. Thus, SVR-rbf

and xgboost, which have great capability to learn complex non-linear correlations,

often overfit the kernel dataset, while SVR-poly demonstrates better generalization.

In the following zooming in the model accuracy of each kernel, we just focus on the

results of SVR-poly.

Fig. 5.5a∼5.5c demonstrate the model accuracy of each tested kernel on three

GPUs. It can be observed that our cross-benchmarking suite helps improve the

prediction accuracy for most kernels. For example, the modeling errors of DT on

GTX 980 and TitanX Pascal is over 100% if we only use the other 23 real kernels for

training. However, using the pre-trained model of the cross-benchmarking suite can
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help reduce the errors to 40% and 20% respectively. The similar kernels are convT

and SN. The common characteristic of them is that they have extremely unbalanced

instruction distributions. Single floating precision operations take majority in DT,

while Texture cache operations do in convT and shared memory operations do in

SN. Notice that the instruction distributions of those 24 real kernels have discrete

and complicated patterns, as shown in Fig. 5.4. It is difficult to train a good

model only with them. Another highlight experimental result is that using our

cross-benchmarking suite as supplementary training data helps the model learn the

features better. Most of the kernel errors are under 20% and even some of them are

under 10%, which indicates that our approach can achieve considerable accuracy on

the unseen kernels.

Performance Modeling for Frequency Scaling

Table 5.7 demonstrates the accuracy of the performance model for frequency scaling

on three GPUs. Three adopted machine algorithms achieve remarkable prediction

accuracy. Xgboost performs the best with mean absolute relative errors of 5.1%,

2.8% and 6.5% on GTX 980, TitanX Pascal and Tesla P100 respectively. Notice

that we cover a frequency range of only 1.2× for the core frequency and 1.4× for

the memory frequency, TitanX Pascal achieves lower mean absolute relative error

than GTX 980 and Tesla P100 do. In our experiments, it is observed that directly

predicting the kernel execution time results in unsatisfying accuracy because of

the time value scaling range. Nevertheless, the time scaling ratios with different

frequency settings nearly lie within a range centered at one, which is more friendly

with machine learning algorithms.

Fig. 5.6 depicts the prediction errors of the performance for frequency scaling

for each real kernel on three GPUs. When covering a frequency range of nearly 2×

for both the core and memory frequencies on GTX 980, over 80% of samples only

have under 10% prediction errors. Most tested samples of TitanX Pascal have under

5% errors because of a rather small range of core and memory frequency scaling.
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(a) DVFS Modeling Errors on GTX 980

(b) DVFS Modeling Errors on TitanX Pascal

(c) DVFS Modeling Errors on Tesla P100

Figure 5.6: Time prediction errors of each tested kernel under different

frequency settings.

Table 5.7: The Accuracy of DVFS Performance Modeling

Algo. GTX 980 TitanX Pascal Tesla P100
SVR-rbf 9.4% 6.3% 10.3%
SVR-poly 9.5% 6.7% 11.1%
xgboost 5.1% 2.8% 6.5%

However, it can be seen that most of the kernels running on Tesla P100 possess a

wider range of prediction errors than the other two GPUs do. The possible reason

is that Tesla P100 only supports core frequency scaling. Thus, it is difficult for the

machine learning algorithms to learn the effects of the memory frequency.
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Power Modeling for Frequency Scaling

We demonstrate the model accuracy average across all available validation frequency

settings of each tested GPU kernel using our proposed pp SVR, naive SVR and MLR

in Figure 5.7. In our experiments, SVR-based methods outperform MLR for all the

kernels in terms of MAPE. MLR results in 12.5% MAPE across all the tested kernels

and even some kernels like QuasiG and TR can have nearly 30% errors. However, the

average MAPEs of pp SVR and naive SVR are 3.08% and 4.92% respectively, which

are much better than MLR. Besides, we observe that our special feature treatment

helps improve the SVR-based model accuracy upon most GPU kernels, especially

reducing over 10% prediction errors for QuasiG.
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Figure 5.8: Mean square errors across all training groups

To further evaluate model accuracy and stability, we calculate the mean square

error (MSE) of the leave-out validation subset of each training group, as shown in

Fig. 5.8. The average MSE is 0.797 W with 5.5 × 10−3 variance. These results

indicate the high accuracy and decent stability of our SVR model. Based on them

we can conduct further validation on the testing samples.
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Figure 5.9: Mean absolute precision Error heat map among all validated frequency

pairs. Each point represents the average error of all validation samples of the

certain frequency setting.

We aggregate the absolute precision errors of the testing samples of all the train-

ing groups in terms of frequency settings and use a heatmap shown in Figure 5.9

to illustrate the results. Each entry in Figure 5.9 is the average error of a certain

frequency domain. We observe that our model also achieve great accuracy of no

more than 4.5% errors for each frequency pairs.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we constructed the machine learning models for predicting the execu-

tion time and the average runtime power of a GPU kernel under different frequency

settings. The proposed cross-benchmarking suite makes it possible to learn the com-

plicated characteristics of GPU performance and power of different kernels. As for

GPU performance, the model trained only with those synthetic GPU kernels gener-

ated by cross-benchmarking is capable of predicting the performance of new kernels.

Our DVFS-aware performance model precisely estimates the kernel execution time

of different core and memory frequency settings among a wide range of kernels on

three tested GPUs. As for GPU power, we derive an SVR-based model to estimate

the average power consumption of the target GPU kernel under different core and

memory frequency settings. We show that our power model can also achieve decent

accuracy across up to 2.5× both core and memory frequency scaling.
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Chapter 6

Communication Contention Aware

Scheduling of Multiple Deep

Learning Training Jobs on GPU

Clusters

In this chapter, we characterize the potential network communication contention

problem in multiple deep learning training jobs on GPU clusters. We firstly present

a simplified model to estimate the impact of network communication contention

based on the real hardware measurements. We then establish a new scheduling

framework for multiple DDL training jobs, which takes into account the communi-

cation contention overhead, and propose a novel efficient scheduling algorithm, called

Ada-SRSF, to minimize the average job completion time. Ada-SRSF can adaptively

schedule the communication tasks to get rid of performance loss brought by network

contention. Our experimental results prove the effectiveness of Ada-SRSF in terms

of the average job completion time and GPU utilization.
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6.1 Preliminaries

6.1.1 Distributed Deep Learning Training

S-SGD: The DNN model is trained in an iterative manner with the target of mini-

mizing a loss function L (W,D), where W and D are respectively the model weights

and the input data. For large-scale DNNs, the data-parallel synchronized SGD (S-

SGD) is widely applied to train models with multiple workers (say N workers, and

indexed by g) because it has the same convergence performance as the sequential

SGD. Generally the ith iteration of the training contains four steps: a) Each worker

g loads a mini-batch of local data Dg
i into the device memory. b) Each worker g

performs a feed forward on Dg
i through the neural network and computes the value

of the loss function L(Wi, D
g
i ). c) The first order gradients w.r.t. Wi are calculated

by backpropagation. d) Gradients from all the workers ∇L(Wi, D
g
i ) are aggregated,

averaged and then distributed, which is often tackled by the All-Reduce collective

function. Then all the workers update the model as Eq. (6.1.1).

Wi+1 = Wi − ξ
1

N

N∑
g=1

∇L(Wi, D
g
i ) (6.1.1)

DDL training usually uses a large number of computing devices distributed among

nodes in a cluster. As a result, the step d) involves extra communication overheads,

which may become the bottleneck and lower the resource utilization.

6.1.2 Communication Model

In Eq. (6.1.1), we use ∆Wi = 1
N

∑N
g=1∇L(Wi, D

g
i ) to represent the aggregation

of gradients from N workers, which can be done through an all-reduce operation

or through a set of parameter servers. Existing work [38, 48, 95] has addressed

the communication scheduling issues for the parameter server (PS) architecture, in

which the PS is logically a central server that aggregates the gradients from the

workers, but there still lacks investigation on the all-reduce architecture, which is
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widely supported by all mainstream deep learning frameworks such as TensorFlow,

PyTorch, and MXNet. For brevity, we assume that the number of nodes is power-

of-two. Given the number of nodes N and the message size M , the time cost of one

All-Reduce operation without contention can be generalized as where a and b are

two constant numbers that are not related to M [98]. The inter-node communication

cost without contention can be modelled as Eq. (6.1.2).

Tar = a+ bM, (6.1.2)

The values of a and b depend on the algorithms for the All-Reduce operation

with different number of processes and message sizes [99, 113, 40]. Without loss

of generality, we do not limit the communication model to one specific algorithm.

Some optimized All-Reduce algorithms are summarized in Table 6.1, where α is the

coefficient related to the startup latency, β is the coefficient related to the network

bandwidth, γ is the coefficient related to the addition operation in All-Reduce, and

N is the number of workers in the All-Reduce topology.

Table 6.1: Cost of Different All-Reduce Algorithms

All-Reduce Algorithm a b

Binary tree 2α logN (2β + γ) logN
Recursive doubling α logN (β + γ) logN
Recursive halving and doubling 2α logN 2β − 1

N
(2β + γ) + γ

Ring 2(N − 1)α 2(N−1)
N

β + (N−1)
N

γ

6.2 System Modeling and Problem Formulation

6.2.1 System Modeling

GPU Performance Modeling

As mentioned in Section 6.1.1, during the DDL job training, the compute tasks

using GPUs contain b) feed forward and c) backpropagation, which are the two

main computation parts. We calculate their time consumption as follows.
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Feed-forward time is denoted as tfk :

tfk =
λfBk

P
, (6.2.3)

Backpropagation time is denoted as tbk :

tbk =
λbBk

P
, (6.2.4)

where λf and λb are the workload coefficients relevant to the DNN model, Bk is the

mini-batch size, and P is the theoretical peak performance of the GPU. In practice,

we can measure tfk and tbk for a given model since they will not change during the

training procedure.

Communication Contention Modeling

The network resources of the servers are generally shared among different jobs. For

each time slot, it is possible that a new communication task is scheduled to the

node whose network resource is already occupied by other communication tasks. In

this case, for every existing communication task, we update its communication time

and the transfer rate for the unfinished data. An example of the communication

overhead of different scheduling solutions is demonstrated in Fig. 6.1. Solution (a)

as shown in Fig. 6.1(a) allocates the GPUs in the same server for each job, which

results in no communication overhead. This case usually happens when there are

enough GPU resources. Solutions (b) and (c) allocate the GPUs across different

servers for each job, which introduces communication tasks. These cases usually

happen when there are not enough GPU resources (e.g., GPU memory) on a single

server. In our real experiments, we find that the communication contention can cut

down the practical network bandwidth and bring extra overheads. Thus, Solution

(c) achieves shorter job completion time than (b) by postponing the communication

task of Job 2 to avoid contention.

We conduct experiments of the ring-based All-Reduce algorithm on a 2-node
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Figure 6.1: (a) No communication task. (b) Start the communication tasks at the

same time. (c) Process the communication tasks in order.

cluster. The nodes are equipped with 10 Gbps Ethernet. We first measure only one

communication task with different message size M and fit Eq. (6.1.2). The result

is shown in Fig. 6.2a and the estimated a = 6.69e − 4 and b = 8.53e − 10. Then

we launch different number of communication tasks concurrently and measure the

average time. The result is shown in Fig. 6.2b. We model the time consumption
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Figure 6.2: Communication performance models. (a) Single All-Reduce operation

on two nodes. (b) Multiple All-Reduce operations (the message size is 100 MB) on

two nodes.

of All-Reduce with contention as Eq. (6.2.5). The same a and b in Fig. 6.2a is

adopted.

T ar = a+ kbM + (k − 1)ηM, (6.2.5)
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where k is the maximum number of concurrently running communication tasks over

all the nodes. In the experiment of Fig. 6.2, we make all the communication tasks

transfer the same message size between nodes and scale the number of jobs from

1 to 8, which corresponds to k ∈ [1, 8] for all the nodes. Ideally, the network

bandwidth is shared by the tasks in a round-robin manner, and the total time of

transferring all the messages is a + bkM . However, we observe that the measured

average communication time is higher than a + bkM in Fig. 6.2b. We hereby

introduce an item (k − 1)ηM to represent the extra overhead. When k = 1, which

means no contention, the (k − 1)ηM vanishes and Eq. 6.2.5 reduces to Eq. 6.1.2.

Compared to Eq. (6.1.2), the data transmission is enlarged by k times and the

total time consumption includes the penalty item (k − 1)ηM . kbM indicates that

the network bandwidth is shared evenly among the jobs. However, the network

efficiency goes down due to the (k − 1)ηM penalty.

6.2.2 Problem Formulation

For ease of reference, we summarize some frequently used notations throughout this

paper in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.3: (a) The sub-DAG presentation of one DDL job. (b) The DAG

presentation of multiple DDL jobs. The global entry is followed by all the local

entries of the first iteration, while the global exit is the successor of all the

All-Reduce task of the final iteration.
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Table 6.2: Frequently used notations

Name Descriptions

Ns # of servers of the cluster
Ng # of GPUs on each server
Si the i-th server of the cluster
gi,j the j-th GPU on the i-th server
Pi,j the theoretical performance of gi,j (GFLOPS)
J The job set
NJ # of total jobs
Jk the k-th job

G(Jk) the set of GPUs used by Jk
S(Jk) the set of servers used by Jk
Ak the arrival time of Jk
Bk the mini-batch size used by Jk
Ik # of iterations that jk needs to run
T system timespan
Ek the timestamp when Jk is finished
Tk the task set of Jk
Dk
l the l-th DAG in Tk

τ kl,m the m-th task of Dk
l

σk the DNN model size of Jk
fk the forward task of Jk
bk the backward task of Jk
ck the communication task of Jk

λb, λf the workload coefficients relevant to the DNN model
a, b, η the parameters of the communication contention model

We first establish a new DDL job scheduling framework which organizes each

job as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). An example of a DDL job using four workers

(e.g., GPUs) is illustrated in Fig. 6.3(a). One training iteration in a job can be

represented by a child DAG. The child DAG includes three types of tasks, feed

forward, backpropagation, and All-Reduce. The feed forward and backpropagation

of different workers can be executed independently, while the All-Reduce task has a

synchronization barrier to wait for all the backpropagation tasks to finish. In each

child DAG, the feed forward task is the entry task and the gradient aggregation is

the exit task. If the job runs for Rk iterations to achieve a convergent model, the

entire DAG is composed of Rk identical child DAGs, in which the All-Reduce task

of the i-th iteration follows the entry task of the (i+ 1)-th iteration.

Our framework arises from the following system setting and assumptions:
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The GPU cluster: A GPU cluster consists of Ns servers, Si, i ∈ [1, Ns], con-

nected with a network switch of sufficient bandwidth. Each server Si has Ng GPUs.

gi,j denote the j-th GPU on the i-th server. All the GPUs have the same specifica-

tion and theoretical peak performance, denoted by Pi,j. The network performance

of each server is modelled by Eq. (6.2.5) and shared among different jobs.

DDL job characteristics: A job set J of NJ training jobs arriving over time.

The job Jk arrives at Ak. Each job can be represented by a DAG. We assume that

the tasks in each job are non-preemptive, and the job is preemptive if the ongoing

task is finished.

The allocated GPUs for each job: G(Jk) denotes the set of GPUs used by

Jk and it can be within the same server or across different servers. G(Jk) will not

change for each job. Each GPU can only be occupied by one job at any time slot.

Given a job set of DDL training, we first build a DAG for each of them and

integrate those small DAGs into a large one, as illustrated in Fig. 6.3(b). We

introduce a virtual global exit task and all the All-Reduce tasks of the last iteration

connect to it. The global DAG is denoted by G = (V,E), where V is the set of v

tasks and E is the set of e edges between tasks. Each task has its time consumption

and each edge i, j ∈ E represents the procedure constraint such that task ni should

complete its execution before task nj starts. We assume that the edge has no extra

overhead since we regard the communication between nodes as a concrete task in

G.

Our objective is to minimize the average job completion time (JCT) of all the

DDL jobs, i.e.,

min.
∑
k

(Fk − Ak), k ∈ [1, NJ], (6.2.6)

where Fk is the job completion time stamp of Jk.
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6.3 Solution

In this section, we describe our solution to solve the problem formulated in Section

6.2. The solution comprises of two stages, job placement and job scheduling. Most

of the traditional job scheduling solutions first decide the job scheduling order (job

priority) and then assign them to some machines, while ours is different. Since one

job may use more than one nodes, which requires network communication, the time

cost of the All-Reduce operation cannot be determined before we know the selected

GPUs and nodes of the job. Similarly, the possible network contention cannot be

predicted before we allocate the GPUs to the jobs. For job placement, we develop an

efficient algorithm, LWF-κ, which balances the intra-node and inter-node workload

of computation and communication. For job scheduling, we first give the optimal

solution to the problem of scheduling two new-coming communication tasks. Then

we derive an efficient algorithm, AdaDUAL, to schedule those communication tasks,

and integrate it into our final job scheduling algorithm, which is called Ada-SRSF.

6.3.1 Placement

We assume that all the tasks of a DDL job are assigned to a fixed set of processors

(CPUs/GPUs) during its execution. Before we design the scheduling algorithm, each

new-arriving DDL job should be placed to a certain set of intra-node or inter-node

processors, which is called job placement.

However, there are two concerns when designing the job placement algorithm

for our problem. First, if a job is placed among a large number of nodes, although

it can achieve better utilization of those scattered processors, large communica-

tion overhead may bring worse system performance. Second, always addressing the

consolidation of processors for placing a job may cause workload unbalance and

processor time fragmentation among nodes. Thus, we design a fine-grained job

placement algorithm, LWF-κ, which makes trade-off between resource utilization

and communication avoidance. LWF-κ first decides the job priority according to

the job training time and its used GPU number. Then LWF-κ picks up a set of
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GPUs from the cluster and assigns the job to them.

GPU Allocation. Given a job Jk that needs n GPUs, if there are enough

GPU resources in the cluster, such as GPU memory size, we must determine how

to allocate them. The classical heuristic algorithms include First-Fit (FF) [109]

and List-Scheduling (LS) [109]. FF chooses the first n available GPUs in order,

while LS chooses the top-n GPUs with the least workload. However, those chosen

GPUs by FF and LS are likely distributed among a large number of nodes, and the

communication overhead may finally cause severe performance degradation. Thus,

we propose a new placement algorithm, called LWF-κ, to balance resource utilization

and communication avoidance. LWF indicates least workload f irst, which is similar

to LS. The difference between LWF-κ and the classical LS is that κ can be used to

consolidate the GPUs for a job to some extend. Specifically, if n <= κ, we choose

the top-n GPUs for the job, which is the same as LS. In this way, those chosen GPUs

is distributed among at most κ nodes with controllable communication overhead.

If n > κ, we first sort the servers by their total GPU workloads and then pick up

those available GPUs server by server.

To explain the whole placement algorithm, we hereby define some terms used

in our job placement solution. For each job Jk, we define CJk as the total time

of executing the computation workload of DDL training, which is calculated by

Eq. (6.3.7). The computation workloads include forward feed and backpropaga-

tion which repeat for Ik iterations. For the network connections between servers,

we define EJk as the total time of executing all the communication tasks without

contention, which is calculated by Eq. (6.3.8).

CJk = (tfk + tbk)× Ik, (6.3.7)

EJk =


0, if |SJk | = 1

(a+ bσk)× Ik, otherwise.

(6.3.8)

We denote the remaining workload of each GPU as Lgi,j , and the remaining workload
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of each job Jk as LJk . We initialize Lgi,j = 0 and LJk = (CJk + EJk)× |G(Jk)|.

Job Priority. It is possible that several new DLL jobs are arriving at the

same time (or within a shorter time interval than that of the minimum system time

unit). The priority to allocate GPU resources to them should be also decided. We

simply apply those size-based, length-based or both heuristic strategies in [35], since

they have been studied intensively. The size-based heuristic strategies determine

the job priority according to their used GPU numbers, while the length-based ones

determine the job priority according the job running time. We apply the shortest-

remaining-service-first (SRSF) algorithm since it performs well most of time. Since

we cannot decide the communication workload of one job before it is allocated on

some GPUs, we set EJk = 0 when sorting the jobs by SRSF.

Algorithm 1 LWF-κ Job Placement

Input: A given job J to allocate GPUs, the current remaining workload of all the
GPUs Lgi,j , the current total remaining workload of each server LSi

=
∑

j Lgi,j ,
the server set S.

Output: The GPU set of the job J , G(J)
1: Initialize LJ = CJ × |G(J)|.
2: if |G(J)| ≤ κ then
3: Gavail ← GPUs that have enough rest memory size.
4: if |Gavail| ≥ |G(J)| then
5: Select top-|G(J)| GPUs with the least Lgi,j from Gavail as G(J)
6: Lgi,j+=LJ for gi,j ∈ G(J)
7: return G(J)

8: if |G(J)| > κ then
9: Sort the S by their LSi

, pick up the top-d|G(J)|/Nge servers as Schosen
10: Gavail ← ∅
11: for Si in Schosen do
12: Select those GPUs in Si that have enough rest memory size and sort them

by Lgi,j . Then append them to the tail of Gavail

13: if |Gavail| ≥ |G(J)| then
14: Select top-|G(J)| GPUs from Gavail as G(J)
15: Lgi,j+=LJ for gi,j ∈ G(J)
16: return G(J)

17: return ∅

We present our efficient placement algorithm LWF-κ in Algorithm 1. Line 1

conducts some initialization of the job workload. Lines 2-7 determine the GPU set

for the given job when |GJ | ≤ κ. The solution is just the same as LS, which picks up
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the top-GJ with the least workload. Lines 8-16 determine the GPU set for the given

job when |GJ | > κ. Lines 9-12 sort the servers by their total remaining workload

and pick up the available GPUs from them one by one. Lines 6 and 15 update the

GPU remaining workload if they are allocated to the job. Line 17 returns an empty

set if the available GPU set cannot be found due to the GPU memory limitation.

Time complexity of LWF-κ. The time consumption of LWF-κ is domi-

nated by the sorting operations when choosing the GPUs with least workload. If

|G(J)| ≤ κ, we need to choose top-|GJ | GPUs, which consumes θ(NsNglog2(NsNg))

for sorting, where NsNg is the total number of GPUs in the cluster. Otherwise,

we only need to sort Ns servers and then |GJ | GPUs from top-d|G(J)|/Nge servers,

which consumes much less time of θ(Nslog2Ns) (we neglect the sorting time of intra-

server GPUs since Ng � Ns). In practice, the latter one happens more frequently

since we generally do not set a big κ. Even sorting the servers firstly and then the

GPUs of them often give satisfying results. In conclusion, LWF-κ commonly has a

time complexity of θ(Nslog2Ns).

6.3.2 Scheduling

For those jobs which have been allocated GPUs, we schedule each task in the DAG

of each job at the specific time slot with the target of minimizing the average job

completion time. Since we break an entire DDL job to a set of tasks grouped by

a DAG, we can improve the GPU utilization by overlapping the computation and

communication of different jobs. As for those ready forward and backward tasks,

one GPU can select one of them by some heuristic rules and execute it. However,

as for the communication tasks, since the network resources are shared among the

jobs, it is possible to tackle multiple communication tasks at the same time slot. To

simplify the solution derivation, let us first consider a problem of two communication

tasks arriving at the same time slot.

Problem 1 (P1) Assume that two communication tasks c1 and c2 arrive at

time T and their message sizes are M1 and M2 (M1 <= M2). The communication
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overhead is modelled by Eq. (6.2.5). We assume that M1 and M2 are sufficiently

large and neglect the parameter a in Eq. (6.2.5). If no contention happens, the

communication time of c1 and c2 is respectively t1 = bM1 and t2 = bM2. For ease of

calculation, we set T = 0. Two cases to execute c1 and c2 are:

Case 1 (C1): c1 at t = 0, and then c2 at time t, t ∈ [0, t1].

Case 2 (C2): c2 at t = 0, and then c1 at time t, t ∈ [0, t2].

Assume that their ending time is T1 and T2. The target is to minimize their

average completion time as Eq. (6.3.9).

taver = (T1 + T2)/2. (6.3.9)

Theorem 1 Considering C1 under P1, t = t1 gives the minimum taver.

Proof. We calculate taver for C1 as Eq. (6.3.11).

T1 = t+ 2b(M1 −
t

b
) + η(M1 −

t

b
) (6.3.10a)

T2 = t+ 2b(M1 −
t

b
) + η(M1 −

t

b
) + b(M2 − (M1 −

t

b
)) (6.3.10b)

taver = (2t+ 4b(M1 −
t

b
) + 2η(M1 −

t

b
) + b(M2 − (M1 −

t

b
)))/2

= (−(1 +
2η

b
)t+ (3b+ 2η)M1 + bM2)/2 (6.3.11)

It is observed that taver is monotonically decreasing with respect to t, which con-

cludes that t = t1 gives the minimum taver, which we denote by t̂C1
aver. Since t1 = bM1,

t̂C1
aver = (2bM1 + bM2)/2.

Theorem 2 Considering C2 under P1. If M1
M2

< b
2(b+η)

, C2 with t = 0 gives the

minimum taver. Otherwise, C2 with t = t2 gives the minimum taver.

Proof. We divide the interval [0, t2] into two sub-intervals, [0, b(M2 − M1)] and

(b(M2 − M1), t2]. t ∈ [0, b(M2 − M1)] refers to the case that the whole message

of c1 is under contention, while t ∈ (b(M2 −M1), t2] refers to the case that either
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part or none of the message of c1 is under contention. Then we derive taver for them

case by case.

(a) For t ∈ [0, b(M2 −M1)], we have:

T1 = t+ 2bM1 + ηM1 (6.3.12a)

T2 = t+ 2bM1 + ηM1 + b(M2 −M1 −
t

b
) (6.3.12b)

taver = (2t+ 4bM1 + 2ηM1 + b(M2 −M1 −
t

b
))/2

= (t+ (3b+ 2η)M1 + bM2)/2 (6.3.12c)

It is observed that taver is monotonically increasing with respect to t. In this

case, t = 0 gives the minimum taver, which we denote by t̂C2a
aver. t̂

C2a
aver = ((3b+2η)M1+

bM2)/2 with t = 0.

(b) For t ∈ (b(M2 −M1), t2], we have:

T1 = t+ 2b(M2 −
t

b
) + η(M2 −

t

b
) + b(M1 − (M2 −

t

b
)) (6.3.13a)

T2 = t+ 2b(M2 −
t

b
) + η(M2 −

t

b
) (6.3.13b)

taver = (2t+ 4b(M2 −
t

b
) + 2η(M2 −

t

b
) + b(M1 − (M2 −

t

b
)))/2

= (−(1 +
2η

b
)t+ (3b+ 2η)M2 + bM1)/2 (6.3.13c)

It is observed that taver is monotonically decreasing with respect to t. In this

case, t = t2 gives the minimum taver, which we denote by t̂C2b
aver. Since t2 = bM2,

t̂C2b
aver = (bM1 + 2bM2)/2.

Obviously, the minimum average completion time of c1 and c2 is either t̂C2a
aver or

t̂C2b
aver under C2. Let 2(t̂C2a

aver − t̂C2b
aver) < 0, we have

2(b+ η)M1 − bM2 < 0

M1

M2

<
b

2(b+ η)
(6.3.14)

which finally concludes that C2 with t = 0 gives smaller taver than C2 with t = t2
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if M1

M2
< b

2(b+η)
.

Combining Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we compare three candidate mini-

mums, t̂C1
aver, t̂

C2a
aver and t̂C2b

aver, as follows:

t̂C1
aver = (2bM1 + bM2)/2 (6.3.15a)

t̂C2a
aver = ((3b+ 2η)M1 + bM2)/2 (6.3.15b)

t̂C2b
aver = (bM1 + 2bM2)/2 (6.3.15c)

It is obvious that t̂C1
aver is smaller than the other two (2b < (3b+2η), b(M1−M2) <=

0). If there are two new arriving communication tasks, or the message size of the

new arriving task is larger than the rest of the existing one, the best solution is to

finish the smaller one first and then start the larger one. Besides, if the message size

of the new arriving task is smaller than the rest of the existing one, Theorem 2 is

used to judge whether to start the new task immediately or wait until the existing

one is finished. To this end, we derive a novel algorithm, called AdaDUAL, for

scheduling the new arriving communication tasks in an adaptive manner.

Algorithm 2 shows the procedure of AdaDUAL for communication task selec-

tion. For a given new communication task, AdaDUAL first counts the maximum

existing communication tasks on the servers used by the new one, as indicated from

line 2 to 5. Then lines 6-7 just accept the new task if there is no old communication

tasks. Lines 8-13 show the case of only one existing task and apply Theorem 1

and 2 to decide whether to start the new communication task at the current time

slot according to the message sizes of them. Lines 14-15 reject the new communi-

cation task if there are more than two existing tasks. The case of scheduling more

than two communication tasks is more complicated, which we leave as the future

work. However, in our experiments, we observe that the k-way (k > 2) communi-

cation contention can dramatically decrease the network bandwidth efficiency and

significantly prolong the execution time of all the jobs.

Time complexity of AdaDUAL. AdaDUAL is an efficient algorithm to sched-
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ule the communication tasks. Since lines 4-5 and 8-15 in Algorithm 2 only have θ(1)

time complexity, the time consumption of AdaDUAL is dominated by scanning all

the servers in the for-loop, which results in a time complexity of θ(NS).

After deriving the solution to tackle communication contention, we combine

AdaDUAL and the SRSF (shortest-remaining-service-first) algorithm, which gener-

ally performs the best once the job duration is given [35], together to form our final

solution, called Ada-SRSF. Algorithm 3 shows the complete time-discrete procedure

of Ada-SRSF. Q is the set to store the queuing jobs. R is the set to store the run-

ning jobs. The outer while loop in lines 2-23 terminates once all the jobs have been

finished, which is equivalent to U = ∅. Line 3 updates the remaining workloads of

all the GPUs and all the jobs. Line 4 checks whether there are some tasks or jobs

that have been finished and removes them from U . Lines 6-11 allocate GPUs to

those jobs in Q using LWF-κ if available. Lines 12-17 apply AdaDUAL to schedule

those ready communication tasks. Lines 18-23 choose an available compute task for

each idle GPU.

Algorithm 2 AdaDUAL for communication task selection

Input: The running communication task set CSi
on each server i, i ∈ [1, Ns], the

new-coming communication task cnew, its used servers S and message size Mnew,
the network performance parameter b, η

Output: Whether to start cnew at the current time slot.
1: Initialize max tasks=0. Cold = ∅
2: for S in S do
3: if |CS| > max task then
4: max task = |CS|
5: Cold = Cold ∪ CS

6: if max task == 0 then
7: return True for starting cnew.

8: if max task == 1 then
9: Calculate the remaining message size Mold of the current communication task

in Cold

10: if Mnew

Mold
< b

2(b+η)
then

11: return True for starting cnew.
12: else
13: return False for not starting cnew.

14: if max task > 1 then
15: return False for not starting cnew.
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Algorithm 3 The Ada-SRSF Communication Contention Aware Job Scheduling
Algorithm

Input: The job set J, the arrival time of each job Ak, the GPU number used by
each job |G(Jk)|, k ∈ [1, NJ].

1: Initialize U = J, t = 0, Q = ∅, R = ∅, Lgi,j = 0,
LJk = (CJk + EJk)× |G(Jk)|.

2: while U 6= ∅ do
3: Update Lgi,j for all the GPUs in the cluster and Ljk for all the jobs.
4: Process the tasks leaving at the current time slot t. Remove them from U and
R.

5: Append those tasks whose Ak = t to the tail of Q. Sort Q by the SRSF
algorithm.

6: # Allocate GPUs to jobs in queue.
7: for J in Q do
8: Allocate GPUs for J by LWF-κ
9: if J is allocated successfully then

10: Update Lgi,j for those allocated GPUs.
11: Append J to the tail of R.

12: # Schedule the communication tasks.
13: Construct Jcomm, the set that contains DDL jobs ready for communication.
14: Sort Jcomm by the SRSF algorithm.
15: for J in Jcomm do
16: if J is not finished and ready for communication then
17: Use AdaDUAL(J) to decide whether to start All-Reduce of J at t.

18: # Schedule compute tasks for all the GPUs.
19: for i = 1→ Ns do
20: for j = 1→ Ng do
21: A← the compute-ready job set on gi,j
22: if gi,j is idle and A 6= ∅ then
23: Sorting A by SRSF and select the available compute task τ from the

first job, and then schedule it to gi,j.
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6.4 Performance Evaluation

6.4.1 Evaluation Setup

Workload: We generate the workload similar to the Microsoft job trace [49]. More

details about the Microsoft trace can be found in [49] and Appendix of [35]. We

generate totally 160 DDL jobs by scaling down the original job trace. As job charac-

teristics, such as the number of GPUs and the training iterations, we mostly follow

the distributions of the real trace: half of DDL jobs are single-GPU jobs; the rest

are 14 2-GPU jobs, 26 4-GPU jobs, 30 8-GPU jobs, 8 16-GPU jobs, and 2 32-GPU

jobs. The new distribution introduces more communication tasks than the original

one. The training iteration of jobs varies from 1000 to 6000. We characterize our

jobs based on both their number of GPUs and training iterations. We consider a

job to be large if it needs more than 4 GPUs and otherwise small, and long if it runs

for more than 1600 iterations and otherwise short.

We simulate the task arrival of 160 jobs in 20 minutes and choose the basic time

unit as one second, i.e. T ∈ [1, 1200]. We generate the number of arriving DDL

jobs at each time slot, n(T ), T ∈ [1, 1200] according to the uniform distribution and

refine it until
∑1200

T=1 n(T ) = 160. At each time slot, we pick the
∑T−1

o=1 n(o) + 1-th to∑T
o=1 n(o)-th jobs from the online job set to construct arrival jobs.

Cluster configurations: We first conduct real experiments on a cluster of 16

servers to collect the data used for modeling communication contention. Each server

has an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2670 and a 10Gbps Ethernet (10GbE). The OS system

is Ubuntu 16.04, and the MPI implementation is OpenMPI v3.1.0. For the GPU

computational performance, we conduct real experiments on a single real Tesla V100-

16GB GPU and collect the time consumption of feed forward and backpropagation

of those tested DNNs. We run the DL job using PyTorch. 1.2.0 The DNN training

parameters and performance on V100 are listed in Table 6.3.

Simulation: Based on the gathered experimental data on real hardware, we

then simulate a cluster of 16 servers, each of which is equipped with four Tesla V100
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Table 6.3: DNN training parameter and performance on Tesla V100 GPU.

Network Model GPU Memory Batch tf (ms) tb(ms)
Size(MB) Usage(MB) Size

VGG-16 526.4 4527 16 35.8 53.7
ResNet-50 99.2 3213 16 25.0 37.4

Inception-V3 103.0 3291 16 34.9 52.4
LSTM-PTB 251.8 2751 64 31.5 47.3

GPUs. We implemented a discrete-time simulator to evaluate our placement and

scheduling algorithms.

Baselines: For job placement, we compare our LWF-1 algorithm with the ran-

dom placement, denoted by RAND, and two classical heuristic algorithms, FF (First-

Fit), and LS (List-Scheduling). We also explore the effects of different κ when ap-

plying LWF-κ. For job scheduling, since SRSF used in Tiresias [35] is proved to

produce the best performance once the job duration is known, we compare our Ada-

SRSF algorithm with the revised SRSF(n), where n ∈ [1, 2, 3]. SRSF(n) denotes

the shortest-remaining-service-first scheduling algorithm under the constraint that

each link between two nodes can be occupied by at most n task(s). For example,

SRSF(1) allows that each link between two nodes can be occupied by at most one

task, which means no communication contention during the job execution. SRSF(2)

allows each link between two nodes to be occupied by at most two tasks. Different

from SRSF(2), Ada-SRSF allows a 2-way contention only if it helps reduce the job

completion time.

Metrics: For each experiment, we collect the JCT (job completion time) of all

the DDL jobs as well as the utilization of all the GPUs. Then we plot the cumulative

distribution curve of JCT. Besides, we also use several metrics, including average

JCT, median JCT, 95th-percentile JCT, and average GPU utilization, to compare

different algorithms.

6.4.2 Evaluation Results

The effectiveness of LWF-κ. To fairly compare four placement algorithms, we

apply the same Ada-SRSF scheduling algorithm for them. Fig. 6.4a demonstrates
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the JCT distributions of four placement algorithms. Over 95% of JCTs of LWF-1

are below 5000 seconds, which significantly outperforms the other three algorithms.

RAND performs the worst because it easily selects the GPUs that have totally differ-

ent workloads for a job and causes critically unbalanced GPU usage. Furthermore,

FF surprisingly surpasses LS, although FF does not select those GPU with least

workloads. The reason is that LS sometimes selects GPUs across too many servers,

which introduces heavy communication overhead, while FF selects the GPUs in or-

der following the first-fit strategy, which likely consolidates the GPUs together for

a job. Fig. 6.4b and Fig. 6.4c respectively show the GPU utilization distributions

and the average JCT of four algorithms. Our proposed LWF-1 also achieves the

best results in terms of high GPU utilization and low average JCT.

We also explore the impact of κ to the LWF placement algorithm. Fig. 6.5a,

6.5b and 6.5c respectively show the JCT distributions, GPU utilization distributions

and the average JCTs of different κ. It is observed that κ = 1 generally gives the

best results. As mentioned before, the threshold κ is used to achieve two goals,

GPU resource utilization balance and communication avoidance. Our results imply

that for the 1-worker DDL job, it is better to choose the GPU with least workload

globally, while for the others, choosing the GPUs server by server is more suitable.

Table 6.4 concludes the experimental results of different placement solutions with

Ada-SRSF. LWF-1 achieves 2.19×, 1.59×, 1.7× improvements in terms of average

GPU utilization w.r.t to RAND, FF and LS. Besides, LWF-1 saves the average JCT

by 61.9%, 42.8% and 51.9% w.r.t to RAND, FF and LS.

Table 6.4: The experimental results of different placement solutions with

Ada-SRSF.
Method Average Average Median 95th

GPU Util. JCT(s) JCT(s) JCT(s)

RAND 19.52% 2881.6 680.3 8910.9
FF 26.76% 1921.1 766.1 6224.6
LS 25.14% 2282.41 749.9 7224.9

LWF-1 42.78% 1098.57 487.2 4024.0

The effectiveness of Ada-SRSF. Fig. 6.6a and 6.6b respectively demonstrate
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the JCT distribution and the GPU utilization distribution of different communica-

tion scheduling algorithms. First, we observe that avoiding all the communication

contention (SRSF(1)) is better than accepting them no matter the maximum number

of allowing communication tasks is (SRSF(2) and SRSF(3)). This phenomenon sug-

gests that simply adopting SRSF(1) generally achieves good performance. However,

there still exists a big gap between SRSF(1) and Ada-SRSF. The GPU utilization

of Ada-SRSF is much higher than that of SRSF(1). Ada-SRSF helps start some

communication tasks earlier once it determines the advantages of allowing commu-

nication contention.

Table 6.5: The experimental results of different communication scheduling

solutions with LWF-1.
Method Average Average Median 95th

GPU Util. JCT(s) JCT(s) JCT(s)

SRSF(1) 30.65% 1374.84 459.0 6283.1
SRSF(2) 25.95% 1734.74 477.0 7658.6
SRSF(3) 25.14% 1750.9 520.7 7578.7

Ada-SRSF 42.78% 1098.57 487.2 4024.0
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Figure 6.4: (a) The cumulative distribution of JCT of different placement

algorithms. (b) The GPU utilization distribution of different placement

algorithms. (c) The average JCT of different placement algorithms.

Table 6.5 concludes the experimental results of different communication schedul-

ing algorithms with LWF-1. As for the average GPU utilization, Ada-SRSF achieves

improvement of 39.6% than SRSF(1). As for the average job completion time, Ada-

SRSF saves 20.1% time than SRSF(1). Notice that the 95th-percentile JCT of

Ada-SRSF achieves 1.56× improvement w.r.t to SRSF(1), which explains the lower

average JCT of Ada-SRSF. Although Ada-SRSF shows a considerable advantage
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Figure 6.5: (a) The cumulative distribution of JCT of different κ. (b) The GPU

utilization distribution of different κ. (c) The average JCT of different κ.
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Figure 6.6: (a) The cumulative distribution of JCT of different communication

scheduling algorithms. (b) The GPU utilization distribution of different

communication scheduling algorithms. (c) The average JCT of different

communication scheduling algorithms.

among three scheduling algorithms, it needs more attention that the average GPU

utilization is still less than 50%. Since we do not exploit the possible overlapping

of computation and communication of different layers in a fine-grained manner, the

slow network can still become the system bottleneck and lower the GPU utilization.

6.4.3 Discussion

The simulation experiments based on the real measured hardware data reveal the

great potentials of LWF-κ and Ada-SRSF in the online DDL job scheduling problem.

Theoretically, our solution can be applied to the real world applications. However,

the existing popular deep learning software, such as PyTorch and Tensorflow, do

not support flexible task-level scheduling for DDL training. It is interesting to build

a DDL job management system based on DAG formulation that allows task-level

scheduling, which we leave as future work.
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6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we first claimed that the limited network resource usually restrict

the scalability and efficiency of multiple online DDL training jobs on the cloud

clusters. Even the frequent communication contention may drastically bring down

the resource utilization and increase the job completion time. Different from the

previous studies, we establish a new DDL scheduling framework which organizes the

DDL jobs as DAGs for scheduling flexibility. Our new problem formulation takes

into account the effects of limited network resources and potential communication

contention. We derive two efficient and effective algorithms for job placement and

job scheduling respectively, LWF-κ and Ada-SRSF, to give an elegant solution to the

problem. We conducted experiments with simulation on a cluster of 16 four-GPU

servers connected with 10GbE links. Experimental results showed that our proposed

LWF-κ placement algorithm outperforms the existing first-fit and list-scheduling

heuristic algorithms. Ada-SRSF shows great improvement of time efficiency and

resource utilization over the solutions of avoiding all the contention and accepting

all of them blindly.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this thesis, we investigate methods of modeling the performance and power of

GPU systems and conserving the energy consumption by GPU DVFS. Our study

focuses on the following aspects: designing a benchmark suite for profiling the perfor-

mance and power characteristics of heterogeneous computing systems, studying the

performance and power variations of GPGPU under different voltage and frequency

settings and proposing models to predict them, studying the network overhead of

multiple distributed deep learning training jobs on GPU clusters and providing effi-

cient algorithms to schedule those jobs with awareness of communication contention.

We conclude the thesis as follows:

� Chapter 3. We introduce a new benchmark suite EPPMiner for evaluating

the energy, power, and performance of various heterogeneous systems. It is

designed to help researchers conduct energy-related studies by recoding the

detailed time, power, and temperature information. Our showcases also show

the effectiveness of EPPMiner on revealing the energy, power, and performance

characteristics of a broad range of processors and accelerators.

� Chapter 4. We demonstrate a GPGPU performance estimation model to pre-

dict the resultant effects of applying different core and memory frequency

settings. Our experimental results suggest that the proposed method can cap-

ture the kernel performance scaling behaviors with changing core and memory
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frequencies, and achieve decent accuracy among a wide range of kernels on

four tested GPUs. Our proposed model can also improve the energy efficient

of GPUs by selecting the appropriate frequency setting.

� Chapter 5. We design a suite called Cross-Benchmarking to generate syn-

thetic GPU kernels of various instruction distributions. Then we study the

performance and power characteristics of those synthetic kernels using ma-

chine learning methods. Our evaluation demonstrates that our model only

trained by the synthetic kernels is capable of predicting the performance and

power of new kernels.

� Chapter 6. We study the network overhead of multiple online DDL training

jobs on GPU clusters, and observe the performance degradation caused by

communication contention. We derive efficient and effective algorithms, LWF-

κ and Ada-SRSF, to give an elegant solution to place and schedule multiple

DDL jobs on the clusters. Our experimental results show great improvement

of time efficiency and resource utilization on scheduling multiple DDL jobs.

To summarize, this work principally investigates solutions for modeling performance

and power consumption of a GPU application when the core voltage and core/mem-

ory frequencies of the GPU are adjustable. The evaluation results demonstrate that

our proposed models can precisely predict the execution time and the average run-

time power of a GPU kernel under different DVFS settings. Our models can also

help with identifying the performance bottleneck of GPUs under different frequen-

cies, and provide suggestions for saving GPU energy consumption without severe

performance degradation.

7.1 Future Research Directions

We list some future study directions as follows:

A Distributed Version of EPPMiner. In this thesis, our proposed EPP-

Miner mainly works on benchmarking a single process/accelerator in terms of per-
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formance and energy efficiency. However, high performance computing clusters with

fast network connection and satisfying energy efficiency are becoming more and more

necessary and important for modern industrial big data applications, such as dis-

tributed deep learning training and large scale linear programming. This motivates

us to include new benchmark programs of popular distributed computing applica-

tions with the support of MPI, which can also benchmark the network efficiency of

the target computing clusters.

Online Energy Conservation on GPUs. In this thesis, we analyze the

effects of GPU DVFS on the execution time and the runtime power of a kernel by

extracting the performance counters and adjusting the GPU frequencies. However,

the overhead of kernel profiling and frequency scaling can be significant for online

energy conservation of GPU applications. A latency-aware DVFS scheduling scheme,

such as the work in [57], is worth a further study on GPUs.

Energy Efficient Scheduling Systems fo DDL Training. In this thesis,

we conduct simulation experiments and observe the great potentials of LWF-κ and

Ada-SRSF in the online DDL job scheduling problem. Theoretically, our solution

can be applied to the real world applications. However, the existing popular deep

learning software, such as PyTorch and Tensorflow, and job management systems,

such as Kubernetes1, do not support flexible task-level scheduling for DDL training.

It is interesting to build a real-time DDL job management system based on DAG

formulation that allows task-level scheduling, which we leave as future work. Besides,

since the accelerators for DDL training, such as GPUs, are usually much faster than

the network speed in the cluster, there exists opportunities of balancing computing

performance and energy efficiency of GPU by DVFS. For example, scaling down the

voltage and frequency of GPUs properly may improve the energy efficiency without

violating the overall performance requirements of DDL jobs.

1https://www.docker.com/topics/kubernetes
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